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By TONI COLAVITO
and EDWARD ASANTE

:,' . T~, following is a Jist of, an profes/,.sors who released their Spring 1989' 8101003
. teacher evaluations, Listed with the 810'1003
. names are the classes these teachers
.taught. Following each name is the
average of the totals of questions on
. 1005
'. the evaluations, the averagfe is measured on a scale from I to 5" The three
evaluation questions not included in
this average are:

'I

""# 11. How would you rate ·this

~. ·€~ege·~,Sh1Jts.

t····.. ···· --Il'O\m-'~evator .-.

;

,)",.
~.

.

professor?"
"#2. What grade do you expect
to receive in this class?"
"#4. Approximately how many
times was classeancelled?···
Ace 1t01

.
.. c .

~. _By~::QIANJs~.:

~ . . , eie~'·.in_·· ·'me". ;Student

• ',"

..

;

~ •. _

,-

"t .....,....;

:

-

", ..

~''''-:;:-~

_._

Ockabol
... Tung

3.09
...4.62

Coraffe

Smozin .
King
Twersky

4~20 ;~t~,

,~=~:e~

~::~ ,'~~~~
4.05

Ostrin

3.60

. Gernert

4.93

~y

2003

3.56'''':::0.,,,,:

Romeo
Kaya
loannon

Olds
BIO 1005'

. i'

3.66 <$.,
4 53 <Th

Brind
SChneider .

.

4.88

3.55

'. Chancellor Joseph S. Murphy.

. 2.57
4.53
4.38
4.18

'wahlert .
.'4.6"1
.1ucker "_ '.,

4011..
lOO3L.-. S1DOl:Ua --,-. --- .--4.-05l..

Chag~el.J-9r_Ann~~ ', _.
-------------____._...1-.-'

..'&8:-

~~~!:W'''~.

.

.

~

.,'

.'

(Continued on Page AID) .
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By TONI COLAVITO
The Day Session Student Govern- a club that size." Adding. "Clubswho
are nOt· mak- mentapproved 9.4 percent of theentire are coming in
appeals budget for one special event ing anyeffor:tto fundraiSe for anyfor Club Caricom, according toWilson thing.
.... They ani not. . beingcoIisci~ntious.
Shum. vice presi4entof the OSSG.
(COiit~ued.on ~age*JO)
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~HUMBUG

i

Once again, the Office of Campus Planning proves it cannot utilize its time efficiently.
Rather than doing its maintenance work during the' summermonthswhen student traffic is
at a minimum, Campus Planning' continues to inconvenience students by having workdone
during the semester.
As with the cafeteria. fiasco in which the entire fifth floor of 360 Park Ave. So. was shut
downto students who paid to use it, Campus Planning has now pulled the cables on the
elevator in the Student Center for 10-12 weeks.
..- : Considering that this is the only elevator students are permitted to use, Campus Planning
'.,i§'·Qbviorisly.being inconsiderate to the countless number of students and clubs who have
/'. to, carry" food. supplies two or three flights of. stairs. for their. end of the semester holiday
".,f~nc~ions.Not to mention anydisabled students who need t use the upper floors of the
'building~' ThisScrooge-like attitude of Campus Planning would have Tiny Tim' taking the
'
:..' stairs. Bah Humbug and a Merry Christmas. to you Campus lanning.
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If the entire elected government of the"United~tatesgave itsel'lQorsement to one special
interest group---behind the back of another.--,-with an equally valid viewpoint and support,
would the government be' serving the best interests of "we the people" as stipulated by our
constitution? No.
In fact, by doing so, it strips "we the people" of our in~ividuality by imposing on' us one
common-mind-one common opinion.
That is exactly what the DSSG did to their constituency (the Baruch students) when they
gave an endorsement from ALL THE STUDENTS to a pro-choice march in Washington.
The DSSG made this decision without affording pro-life students the chance to be heard.
In fact, according to Wilson Shum, "The endorsement wasn't even planned out.~' They just
did it. So much for "we the people."
A truly democratic governmept passes legislation after hearing all sides. The DSSG made
an endorsement on a highly controversial issue without hearing any sides but their own.
The vote was passed between pizzas. Without argument. Without debate.
. By Wilson Shum saying, "the majority of the students would agree" with pro-choice is
his own assumption. Maybe students do agree with him, but the fait accompli is that they
have the RIGHT to know what will happen, not what has happened. This incident brings
back rpemories of when the German Democratic Republic decided to build a wall-then
let the people deal with· it.
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Quotation of the f'ortnight
"There is a question of bias on c01!-nc~l. There. has always been .. The
only people who know -the truih are God and those on council."
-Wilson Shum, vice presidt?ntof the.
Day Session Student GOvemment~-

The Ec"'o Has Changed

the

Kevin M. Dames
arts

.

over

news .cditor

.~ ."The 'City University of New York' is 'about
one of its finest champions in Dr.
... Joseph S . Murphy. Chancellor Murphy, who has held the post since 1982, resigried on Nov.
. '27' to pursue a teaching careerat the Graduate Center. Ina letter to CUNY Board of Trustee
James Murphy, the chancellor said, "I've spent 25 years trying to change the world. It's
. time I tried to understand it."
Chancellor Murphy will most likely retain his position until the 1990/91 Academic Year
when a replacement will attempt to fill the shoes of a man who .has cared deeply about the
students of this university, Among other things, Chancellor Murphy appointed the first
African-American female college president and. vice chancellor for academic affairs at
CUNY and the first African-American Law and medical school deans' in the history of New
York State; he established CUNY-TV; he obtained funding for a pre-freshmen summer skills
program. to provide remedial assistance to students who .require it; he secured funding for
the Robert F: Wagner Center' for Public Policy and he helped to initiate foreign exchange
programs with Puerto Rico: France, Italy, Ethiopia, China and Cuba.
Most of all, Chancellor Murphy has always vigorously advocated financial aid increases
so that many young New Yorkers could receive '-a quality education at low cost. He has
always had moral strength and an interest i~':CUNY students that goes way beyondlhe can'
of duty. Dr. Murphy is more than a paper pusher or a bureaucrat; he has been a real asset
.. to the'CUNY system. The Ticker wishes .h~m-go'oci luckintIis·futore-endeavoTs, -and althOugh
it will be difficult, it is hoped that the search committee f~nds a suitable replacement.

of copies ate thrown away every two
weeks. The money that you waste by
printing too. manycopies probably exceeds anything Student Government
.'
I' .
could even dream of.
.
To The Editor:
But wasting our student fees is not
The graduation ceremony on May your worst offense. Your featured col0 lts f .' the term al·be al. the world is listening to CD's.
yOU feel it's time to s b e n
n I
ace,
.... • I r
.
. Chri w.~.-I ems den ined '
, 31. 1989 started out withgrcat cxpcc-. ummst,
ns diU,
~~e~
conservative" seems contradicThey have misjudged human
they ~lJow a peeson to .survive
tations, as theimp~s~ive processional to offend ~Ie. The msensltlvl~y~at tOry. How can someone. be both
·character, and it is all of us who
without Car!r:t9.abgut themselves
SCC?mcd to bear, wuncss to w~t our be shOwed to ~e eartEq~e VI~ms at the. same' time? AnSwer-' ·must pay.
or the society we liYe in, then' we
children.struggled so ilard. toattam and .-' was vulgar ~d me~c~ble. While ~e when thetraditionaHiberalsget
A,TV crew.i~,interviewing d~g
are.~utting ourOWr:'JDro.Cl~S: .
the sacnirccsundert8k.enby. parents.. ~y have ~ nghl to pnvately bokIlris So tisedto yelling the same thing
addicts in the' ghetto vvllereprob.life ISNOT'fair, and1hetiberWc expected a program dcslg~cd .to distorted views. he .shou!d not be. aJarld over in the canyon,
ably 90 percent of anbd residents
aJs refusetOQelieve thiS One simhonor the graduates, no~ to SIt.With lo,:"ed to. express them In a medium they don't realize the echo has
~re on welfa~~On~ junkie ts telpie, truth.· If it
we'd· atl be
them a~ the faculty frolics that took
~I~ for b~ our student fees.. 1 call ~or changed.
..' .:
ling the reporter how. unfair the
close' relatives
DonalQ Triump. .
place on th~ ~It ~m sta~e.
his Immedl~te removaJ. Dump Chnst- • Take, for example, the Naworld is, how bad crack is-how
The more one tries to make life
. In our opimon, It seemed lDapp~ opher Ward.
donal. Emdowment for
.Ar\S. . he's got a $5OO.oo.a day habit.. fair~ tt:leless'fair it beeomes.>
nate ~or pedagogu~s to, do~ their Sl~cerely, .
uproar. The art community
I'm listening to this bull ~nkReality-this society was built
. square velvet caps In reeognmon of MI~hael Robinson .
screamed bloody murder that
ing-S500.00is rent money, it's
around a protestant work~thic
.achievements of collea~ues. It should
f?/Itors Note: The Tlck~r earns approx- iheir
speech rightswereviofood, it's clothing for the children.
which emphaSized hard work,
h~ve behO<?ved the pres~dent to ~nor ~mately $25.00t! .of Its own money lated when the Endowment reThis· guy is a waste PfO(:iuct. But
around strong religious . ties
his sUbordl~ates at tMIT ~wn pnvate throughiadvertising reW!nu~ ever)' fused to fund
exhibitiOn they
· he's on 1V 'and all the liberals
which emphasized family and receremony Instead of ~ng the .as-· year, thus ~/l of ow ~~get. ,S. not.a deemed 'obscene. Such an obfeel· sorry for him. Put him in a' sponsibimy,· and arotJJid basic
sembla~e. ~e outstanding students product of udent .activit)' fee money. jectionis just standard ACLU li~
program . ~him ina seboot,
values which stressed edueagraduating With honors ~ould ~ave Also, The ticker '~ cha~ged fo~ the eral . '
anda whenever a
Increase welfare benefits. Houstion as' the way to suceed.
. . p~. .ls challenged , ing' for the homeless. Governbeen the ones to have-publicly received number ofpages printed In each Issue.
The liberals tried to '"fix it all"
the individual recognition since if was C~tting down the number of issues ~e ~onno~hi e~~ ~o with . hts~
their graduation. Parents came to see prtnt would affect the total cost, neglig- Th
rt"·n :estion inclU~ a
their children.honored on their day and hi)', if at all.
C~adIP~ in urine. The last I
notnecessanly ~he profes.sors who
looked, a cross was a religious
taught them. Wh.J1e the achleveme~ts
object.
.
of. former alumni are necessary to InThese same liberals, who cry
spire ~he graduat~s to~ards succ~ss.
about freedom of expression,
there -IS a saturation point ~or dotIng
'~re the same people who fer- ment can solve all your prob- by turning the protestant work
on t~e ~u~cesses of Baruch son-staff
yently fight for the seperation of
lems. Like I said, the echo has
ethic into the welfare no-work,
academiCians.,
phurch and state. They are fightchanged.
baby-making assembly· line.
.
ing day in and day out to make
'Isn't it amazing, we are spending
They took religious morality out
Students. you are at a disadvantage
because )'OU do not k!'ow.what h a s .
.sure"thegovernroent does..not . more onsociaLprogramsthan .' of everything.and_r~Q'~c;:ed it
been p~anned for you a.t .yo~r own To the. EdItor: , ..
.
give any of our tax dollarS to a
ever, the poverty rate keeps riswith a· cross dipped in piss. As
graduatlon~ ~tudent partiCipatIOn ~n '
I have held off wntmg anythmg so religious ,organization. They.
ing. Liberals say it's.therich get-for educatiQn, they gave people
the commencement planning commlt- . far. because I wanted some time to get ~ould like nothing better than to
tingn.ch~r.on t~~bacKs of the
so many definitions of. what suctees appear to be cursory because you a feel for what is going on at the, ·seethe words "In God we t~" ~ . p.oor..1$ay, it:s-peop~'9iv.!ng~up. "C?e~.~tiGa~.. ;M!'fa'=-',~".r_'.~ . :,'"
are ignorant of the !act that fac~1ty sch~l .. Having done.so, I now takt_. stripPed off1he one doUart)nL.
Of' the ·responsit;>ility of life betlOn'lS blJton.e.Thatcrackaadlct,
tth° Ps areiB.bouttne busrness-ofhononng· tbodhe h~rty of ad~ressl1~~. the_~_t~~:~t_-. _a~tjr$ QK_J9._~f?~~~~ in_ . -"t~h~e~mlSe,':-~to
.• th~~,'li.beso_··.ra..!s ..~@.'(e.J!~.~.·.·~~.~·-.····ei~'eary·_"-·:~.~
. ·!"y-~~.·~,~,·.·.·.SU,as~
.. he~:e~
erose ves.
.
y.. .
urine. :That's not-reJag.O!1. "I~ ex\IV
UG
~ -, ~
~aruch sen.ior~, unite and ~e cognizIt .seems that The- T.icker delights in pression isn't it?Budd~the«hoWhen'a
govemmenUells a na-, .. up ,withthe,~.OO-;f not hes ..
.. fJnl~.(;r~UOu-ls.~ow:.d.t..z;,\·-_YDJJI.paI=_.- bashu:ag the Da¥ SeSS.1OD
.
•
• .•
. •
. .:. . . .
..
..
.
JfS.JlQL.._._,.:...._~._
, ents and guests come to see ami hear emment nof withstanding the---fact"..nat . .:. '1n~ttm1ace"of faiture, th8 HCon,,·~:, it;~ys its OK to 'hate ehitdter; L-hiS ".-~----:_~~. ~ ..._.:.~-- ....- ', .....
about you and your fellow grgduates. many of their articles about us are ina- servative" liberals r.efiJ• .,' to
without having the money 10 afThe echo sure has changed.
ford them. When it says irs OK
Unless this country wakes up
The honors to be recognize.d should be ccurate. I understand the simple fact change their agenda. They are
your on commencement day. not an that we are by nat.urean eas~ target. : playing the same record over
to,do drugs, we have programs
sopn there will be no echo left
to "cur-e" your disease whenever
at all.
afterthought to a faculty pat~on-the- We, operate pubhcly. anyone who and over again. Unfortunately,
back ceremom'.
wishes can atten<;i our meetings and
.
Sincerel~
.
wcareveryopenroinre~iewsbythe~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Mrs. D. Lord
press.
I
Mr. E. Lord
Every year The Ticker mentions that
Parents of a fonner Baruchian
the DSSG spends money on jackets.
stipends and now this year the poster.
printer machine. What The Ticker has 1
~peatedly neglected to mention is that '
By COUNROACH .
they pay nine people a totarof $6.500 j
in stipends. They also n~glected to·. "Wh
trol amari's
wea~E! not doing so. Ourthinkirig
and respect themselves (ourse- .
mention that they have 10 the past . . en you con
. . . r· .
is still being controlled by op'vas).
.
purchased sweaters and sweatshirts. hlnkl~g ~ou d~ ngt hav~ to wo ry
pressors and suppressors.
The CaribQ.ean Region" which
Also. they get reimbursed for food on about ·hls actions. You do not
The description of the ruling
is familiar to me, can be comoccasions that tbeyhvae to work late. have to teU him to stand here or
classes as oppressors and suppared to a piece of land or a
None of this is ever mentioned. I am go yonder. He will find his
pressors today may seem "arSh
large farm with slaves and a few
not disclosing this information for de- "proper place" and will stay in it.
· but rightful. The blatant oppremasters. Just as in slavery,
To the Editor:
bate. The Ticker can justify everyone OU do not need to send. him to
sion may not be as Widespread
some slaves w~e give~ the auI. for one: am sick and tired of y<;>ur of their expenditures and personally the back door. He will go without
as a century'and a half ago, but
thority of owf$eeing the laborconstant criticism of .how the Day Ses- they have a righ~ t~ these amenities in being tokL In fact, if there is no
do not be fooled, it is very much , ing and suffering· of their
sionStudent Government spends its o~er to do their Jobs. I am merely back door he Will cut one for his
brothers and sisters. Today the
in· operation. The root of the opbudget. Frankly. lam much more con- pointing out tha~. th~ SDJ?G bt th~ .. . iat benefit. His education
ccrned with how The Ticker spends stu- same tokcn. can JustIfy their expendl- spec..
.' .
• These
pression .lies in· the unpalatable'
prime ministers.and ~ents
dent activity fee money.
tures and that they a.re necessart for us ~ it~.
.by Dr.
seed·tJlat was planted in our edu- . witness our mis-educaOOn ·and .
In your advertising you claim to to carry out our jobs.
special words were
cation or mis-education~ This .. hate towards one an~ withreach at .east "18~OOO+ students:' So. In regards to the poster printer Carter G. Woodson In 1933 In
seed has been firmly planted
out remorse nor grimacing on
I guess that means you print at least issue-DSSG has not decided ~n the his book, 7be Mls-education of
and molded in.the.education·of
their part. The British influence
18.000 copies of this .paper, But as .cx~ct amount thta clubs wI.1I be The Negro.
~ peoples
over the
on the preparing of our minds
anyone wllo examines The Ticker bins ,charge~ for the use of the machl~. ~
Little did Dr. Woodson know
. wortd~ In'general, this hokJs true.
has operated With a strainer efcan attest,hundr:eds. if ~ot thousands figure of five dollars was t~ntahvely! that the negro would'stiD be. in
ttseems.fair, the sysfect-only ,a few are inearit.~get
.,~'.
.
. ._
- .
.
(Continued on Page A6~ darkness in 1989. 1Wo perspec.
.
.
through. '" 1979 the caribbean .
'.... iives ·can be taken from the .tern of de-ecIuc8tion has·been
,~a·system.#Iat 'made"an effort to free itSelf from
. -, above
.Qne;1Iom &pOsi
's~atic8IIy~'~agroup .... this:~eduC8tion· slaVer)i
the
.,' live·. comprehension .'·008: 'can
in a holEiQf~ ~~m.· British. However,' as Nat Turner . ,·prove.to ~:oppressor that he
eventually fell: i~ ~ ha~ ~f .
.-: isquite~.,Of'CUtIiflJ his . Sir:ice the ~ . of .sIavery
cotonial
..
.
··has.
,been
more oppresSors, theC~n
door to enter onto the road
this. . . is now prey to not one, but two
:~. of, ftee ' thinf<ing'or his "proper . Used.as
. ...
. . . . . . ........ ~ ,
'.
.
.
·Un.ited·. King-.
··rit . stiffing'
of Jh«t.··~race.. CoJ-.
UIo'to"~~·--u...,
.:. '.
.' Two, the:. negatMit ,ppI
··used'.....• an.' dam and the United States. The·
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SLAVES'
(Continued from Page A3)

the waiting hands of another a,
few miles. away.
Today one can observe a flee
. from the Caribbean and many
.countries of Africa to North
America. The reasons are multiple and some may be valid. However, it must be carefully understood that throughout the plight
it is the oppressors who cause
e
the alarm. PoliticaJly, the blinding
of the region's peoples has been
more brutal. In general, until patriotism is enhanced in the Third
World, we will. be conti nuously
stripped of our heritage and resources. Namibia and Southern
Africa area case in. point.
Namibia has the largest deposit
of uranium in the world, but does
not benefit from it. Instead, its
citizens flee or die in war protecting the land from racist South
Africa (stolen Azania) .. Today
Namibia votes for independence
for the first time in its history. We
as a people have been trained
to dislike and distrust ourselves
to the extent that we cannot
develop our own systems for collective survival. And our actions? No one has to worry
about that because we have
been trained by "Mr. Christianity"
to tum the other cheek.
On this new form, there is a
bit more freedom of movement.
To a degree we can now be "~u
cated", read in classes with· the
sons of the oppressors or ruling

clear that we can read, but must
classes, ride on buses and trains
never know our contribution to
with them, and even use the
world civilization. This realizasame toilets they do. Also, in
tion of this remnants-of-slavery
some cases we can live
phenomenon is our groundation
amongst them-in some cases!
for
escape.
Speaking as an African descenIn an effort tofind our "proper
dant, the only way I know how,
place", in cutting the door for our
things seem to have remained
special benefit, there are crucial
the same or psychologically gotelements or facets of the strugten worse. Am I wrong? An unbegle that must be adhered to. If
lievable .overriding element in
slaves are to conspire to win
the
remnants-of-slavery
freedom from the oppressors,
phenomenon is the "control" of
blacks by"w.hites. Malcolm X in . education in tactics and schools
of thought must be delved into..
his struggles to. liberate blacks
The
escape should be for the
had the notion that we should
slaves ard t~. be .done by the
have our. own. Martin luther
slaves themselves. The sons of
King, Jr. called for integration; I
the .oppressors cannot be inwonder. what Robert Mugabe
volved. Quince, a slave who was
called for. Or Hitler? Or Ayatolone of the first slaves to win a
lah? Or Botha? Or Gandhi? Or
court case in this country once
the Ku Klux Klan for that matter?
made the mistake of including
Blacks need to arrive at soluan oppressor in his getaway
tions, like others, 10 be freed
plans. He paid for his mistake
from the farm.
with whips and pepper in his
Let us take our immediate ensores to understand how grave
vironment as students. We are
his
error was. This occurred in
the trainees,' the slaves. Our
New Haven, Connecticut, New
black and Hispanic professors
England. It is asin for us to conand counselors are the overtinue to accept the laboring and
seers. Are we being "educated?"
psychological whippings as
Or are we being prepared for self
common rituals. I surely want my
development collectively? What
generation to be free and my
must first be realized is that the
position our few role models are ~son's and his sons'.
Brothers and sisters, we have
in. They are aware of the probto be able to become militant
lems more than we are. But they
and yet be humane. We have to
are on lease to appease us. We
be able to become defiant and
are on the end of the leashes
yet be obedient. We have to be
held by the leeches. Our role
able to become outrageous and
models are like the overseers
yet not be offensive. We have to
who firsthandedly witnessed the
be able to become difficUlt and
wicketjness and can do almost
(Continued on Page A6)
nothing. "Mata" has made it very

AM I A REFUGEE?
- .•

.By Kaplos' Kanenas

For about fifteen years now, I
have been wondering if I could
call myself a refugee.
An I a refugee? Yes or no?
What does the word refugee
mean to you?
Whom could you call a refugee and why?
.
Could you describe a refugee
as someone who lost whatever
he owned? Someone who was
thrown out of his house, out of
his town, out othisCountry and
had to find a new "home" to live
the rest of his life ,
Is it someone whose house
and whatever he owned were oc.cupied by the soldiers of a different nation, a terrorist nation and
forced him to withdraw into a
safe land, with just the clothes
he was wearing?
Well, could you call, in your
own opinion of course, these
people .... refugees?
Despite your .opinion and
mine let's have a look at our dictionary.
"Refugee-A person who
flees for refuge to a foreign country or toa safe place, as in the
time of political upheaval or war."
So up to now, if you guessed
yes, then your answer is correct.
Personally I haven't lost even
a small piece of whatever I or
my family owns.'! didn't have to
flee to a safe place on J~1y 20
on Aug. 15, 1974, when Turkey
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attacked the Greek independent
i:::!~nd Cyprus. I was safe where
I was, but 200,000 other Cypriots weren't. Turks forced these
200,000 people to .leave their
homes and whatever they managed to create up to that time
with their sweat, leave with just
the clothes they were wearing
and start searching for a place
of safety.
_They hadjust created 2()(),()OQ..
. . .. REFUGEES. Didn' they?
Yes ~ ... they did..They created
200,000 refuaees.
As I said before, I wasn't one
of these "lucky" persons. I didn't
lose whatever I or my family had
created with our sweat I lost
something more valuable' than
just a safe place,
I lost all that these 200,000
owned, I lost .... half of my
country on these two. dates. I
was forced to leave behind half
of my country.· Whatever the
200,000 people had created
whatever my ancestors had built
.in that part of my country I was
forced to leave it behind.
Yes, I lost half of my country.
Thus, now I have to find more
than just a safe place to live in,
I have to find another . . . . half
. part ....
Can I? Of course not Only
. that part can fit.
I can't go back now, I can't visit
.the-loVely places' t used to visit.
I can see. them, Only in ....
(Continued on Page A6)
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Attack-ofille Killer Tom
BY TONY MEDINA

"There is a fat worm in these
municate effectively to the
waterslin these lands a predatpeople(s) of color at Baruch col..cry worm:," so beg1ns a poem
lege, but caused him to put his
by Pablo Neruda, in which he
. foot in his mouth.
reveals the true character of a
Asante says: "I am not one of
traitor to one's people. In the
those militant and paranoid color
struggle for self-deterrmnanon
activists ..~.~ This is dangt:m>us
among people(s) of color in our
because it shows how ignorant
society· ,there are many "fat
anduseJess a mentally entrapworms" that, like termites in the _ ped assimilado can be to the
house of our cause, gnaw at the
struggle of people(s) of color.
wood of our struggle.
That Asante .has acceptec the
Baruch College is not a sepastereotypes that a scared- white
rate nation onto itself. ,Baruch
American society has created
college is part of an institution
about people(s) of color who atin American society. Therefore
tack the evil. gods of racism,
people of color patronizing the
capitalism and oppression 'is
institution of Baruch ColI~e'
counterrevolutionary. It is a dead
must also fight for -self-determiweight mentality which works
nation.
aQainst the current of our moveBut we have our termites here,
ment, a movement which enwe 'have 04r "fat worms." One
compasses the human and civil
· such "worm" is Edward Asante.
liberties of people(s)of color.
Who, with his clumsy use of big
Asante is lost. He is trapped
words and confused statein hisown mental concentration
ments, not only failed to comcamp. That he inists on referring

..
, The Ticker

-

to people(s)of color who exthe ruling white populace. .
press progressiveness, positivBut Edward Asante has a
ity and self-determination as
dream. His dream is tg.integrate
"paranoid color actiyists" is only
and assimilate into the ass
frighte'ning proofto the damages'
cheeks of white America. When
. of his conditioning ~ a conditionhe' finds out that all white
ing that American society must
America is going to do is shit him
surely be proud of!
out and crush him like a bug,
: The question of race is animthen he may regroup and ·atportant one. Because in the·
tempt to jump on the bandwagon
Western hemisphere exists
of the revolution like many opporwhite supremacy. and' im- . . tunistshave done and wilt do.
perialism.
.lt
. is
these
But Asante will be awakened
philosOphies which cause much
twofold. He will" find himself'·
blood shed and chaos throughalienated from his people(s) of
out the world. That .. "paranoid
color and. not accepted by the
color activists" such as myself
white American populace that
refuse to submit to such'
he so elegantly wishes to assimiideologies goes in direct conflict ~ late into"
with the racist society in which I
James Baldwin once wrote:
live.' I am called a racist. I am
A person does not lightly
called paranoid and militant. I
elect to oppose his society.
am labeled a radical. But this is
One would rather be-at home
no surprise to me, .because in
among one's compatriots
white America, the color of my
than be mocked and deskin and the texture of my hair
tested by them. And there is
automatically make me a radia level on which the mockery
cal. Therefore, in white America,
of the people, even their
all people( s) of color are radical
hatred, is moving, because it
because' we do not "look" like
is so blind: it is terrible to'
the "norm," we do not look like
watch people cling to their

OP-ED
captivity and insist -on their
own destruction.
Asange, like many waste-ortime Toms, is alienating himself
from his people. He identifies
with his oppressors. Byattempting
to
assimilate.
into
mainstream
white America and
.
refusinq to champion the causes
of .his people( s) of color, he is
insisting on his own destruction
. and the destruction of his people .,
as a vital autonomous nation
fighting for their freedom daily
against the powers that be,
Thus, in such a vital struggle,
in such an imnportant revoluuon,
a life and death revolution which,
in time, will measure the deterrnination of a people trying to struggle for mental and physical freedom and political and economic
power and equality, the Edward
Asante-Uncle TOf!l mentality
must be rooted out. We must divorce ourselves from the petty,
oppressed whinings of a jive •
time flunky for the guest oppressor, because it is negative dead
weight that will divide and conquer-and bring us down! '.

"-

"

the difference ·between capturof two Libyan cities, Tripoli a
to the interest of America, a
ing a terrorist and' Kidnapping a
Bengazi after libya's Col. Gadmore coherent and systematic'
ciVtttan. White the outrage that . hafi ~asimplicatedio,the bombpoticy has to be implemented-for
most Americans feh when CoL
ing of a West German disus ..to effectiVely· combat terWilliam Higgins was murdered
cotheque. 'frequented by U.S.
rofism.Wehave been-talking for.
....by bi~captQ(s..iQ.Beirut, after the-.. servic~ment_From.tbeo_ on,
~~g~~~··tr8~l~Wrlb-m~~~w:- '~'.'
BY OW~N G~ GRIER
capture of the suspectedrer-: Gadhafi . has toned down'. his
Terrorism is a morally incomno\lf. Punishing those terrorists
rorist,is understandable. How-' . anti-American rhetoric and his
. gathering in' the region should;
prehensibl~;~.cold" blooPeQ.,.· ~ ·and. ~~ th~r '; paymast~./ :T~~_~<j··'·e~.~· must be understood that .supportc~ ·train;~ ofterroris~.-".~,. be given :.top-priorio/ ~ this will;
__ ~~!._agal~ ~~m~ty;· bU~=:,_ ··~th:.~_~~ refr.ai.rif~Ol'fi."U!rrOrisin~~ ~_ ~~Hf§gJns~death is not a .~-=.~!s.~, at"~~~~!).' .~~~.~,.jS 'on which
.. tunate.lY~ . it .. has· ~_" ~n ~fllClf)~~~'.~__ ~~.. ··.·cquence of 'tMlsrMlrs amr-~ ".. Even the tJtore presehceof .. ·a1Jtta:1SlOtiSare rbade.·
~""-r-------"-'''-...l
synonymous' with Middle East
more firmly when punishment is' ·-rorlst effortbufcicasuaity-ofifle~' ; battieShips.C?ff ·the··.~[e·DaiiEi~Ei"":::~· "--o"~.';-~ 'fntemgepc~B:;alflering"! .... -- -'.
Shiite Muslim's terrorism against' . coast has p~ved to be a detercapabilities, whicfdsgrossly depolitics and the policies of vari- . administered immediately .after
ous political and religioUS funthis inhumane act or behavior is
the U.S.
rent: as was most recently demfieient in the region, should be
damentalist groups in the regperpetrated. How many more
The world must have a short
onstrated when the terrorists
expanded and individual termemory. and Americans like
threatened to execute Joseph
roriststargeted. Symbols of terion. Combined with kidnapping,
Higgins will have to die or
these terrorists possess the ultiCicipios be threatened or kidSenator Dole have amnesia. No . Cicippio. Cicippio is alive now
rorism, such as terrorist bases
mate weapon with which to innapped before the U.S. delivers
one seems to remember when
because immediate retaliation
and training camps, should be
timidate the west. With blatant
on its promise to retaliate.
the U.S. using jet fighters interwould have followed exacting a
located and targeted for destruc- .
and brutal acts of terrorism and
Unlike the U.S., Israel's re-,
cepted and forced an Egyptian
high cost on the terrorists. This
tiOn or rather, destroyed when 10frequent kidnapping of innocent
sponse to terrorism is radically
jet transporting suspected, teris the policy that the U.S. should
cated. The U.S. should also give
western citizens, Middle East
different. The U.S. is reactionary,
rorists to land in Italy where they
pursue, making the terrorists live
more thought to using its comterrorists have been' able to inbut rarely acts. Throughout the
.were arrested and extradited.
in the shadow of America's might
mand forces whicr'i- are quite
tensity their war against the freeMiddle East and around the
On this rare occasion when the
and the threat of economic deready and able to move against
stabilization
against
their
terrorists, but have .never been
dom and virtues of our Western
world, Israel's policy against terU.S. fiexed its muscles against
Civilization.
rorism is widely known and freterrorists. the world applauded.
paymasters,
given the' opportunity to play
Those who are responsible for
their part. Appointing a special
It's a war which the terrorists
quently demonstrated. Terrorists .
No one bothered to accuse the
pay a high pnce and carry a
U.S. of kidnapping these murderthe'death of Cot. William Higgins
subcornrmttee . to deal specifiseem to be winning and only Isheavy burden when' Israeli citters. It was considered a just,
may never be punished because
cally with the issue of terrorism
raet is fighting back, but against
brave, and necessary act.
tensions have subsided and
to advise the president imgreat odds. The United States
zens are victims of terrorist acheadlines have vamshed. But,
mediately after terrorist acts
and the western wodd, with all
tivities. Retribution is always the
• B.vt four years later when Istheir military might, have been
.answer, as Israel has estabrael struck back at terrorism in
the U.S. must be prepared and
have been perpetrated so that
forced into submission and inalished a cost to which' the tera similar situation, it was
should retaliate next time a terretaliation winbe inevitable irres-'
pective of public opinion or Y,l0rld
ctivity.
rorists pay the price, says one
branded as a terrorist nation inrorist act is taunched against the
One can almost always preIsraeli government official, ''The
volved -in kidnapping "innocent
U.S. which. could be tomorrow.
outcry.
Shiite Muslims" and equated
But to do this, a more coherent
Let's cooperate with the Isdict
Washington's
reaction
long arm of the taw will get and
with terrorists. But why do we
policy, like that of the Isrealis is
raelis instead of chastising thelil
whenever an American is kidpunish yow (the terrorist) whernapped or killed by Lebanese
ever you go." Amazingly, the Isjudge Israel.by a tougher stanneeded. Many solutions have
for their fight against terrortsm
terrorists. The president conraelis, unlike the Americans, bedard for engaging in a similar
been proposed to solve the probso that all the Gadafis, Irans and
suits with the National Security·
Iieve what they say and deJiver
act? Is the blood of Israeli citilem of kidnapping from Mayor
Hezballahs will think twice 00Council and considers options.
on their promises, to punish the
zens less noble than that of
K~h's proposed carpet-bombfore kidnapping or' bombing
Battle groups move into firing
perpetrators.
Americans? The answer to
ing to the releasing of millions of
Americans or let them pay ahiqh
·positions off the Lebanese coast
these questions will only reveal
dollars of Iranian assets frozen
price when they do. The fight
while. the so-caUed, experts de.'. The latest Isr~elireprisaJ
~he . h~acy of those politiin the U.S. for the exchange of
against terrorism .shouldn't bEt
bate the issue on Night Line and
against Lebanese 'terrorists
·cians who judg,e America by a . the~ostages. However,.Koch·s
.conducted'~frOmthe·-·sideunes·
while' the options are being conwhich included the capture of
less harsh standa':d and whose
proposal would only victimize inwith warnings 'but through di~
sidered .and the debates 'deSheik Abdul KatimO.beid, a sus-policies frequently con~ict
nocent Lebanese citizens, not
actions which Will, make !'merbated, the hostages sit helpless
pected terrorist, have led to an
their praCtices. The Iran-eontra
the terrorists, while releasing lraicans too costly to kidnap OT1<it1. .'
under the threat of death. But,
onslaught of world condemna~Us a typical example.
nian assets will. only. serve to
Only tI1eri will terrorism cease,
as time~ passes, tension subtion, deploring this' act., ·AmOng
Terrorism against the U.S. will.
legitimize the act of kidnapping
when we beat them at their own
sides, and the debates stop. The
the most vocal was Senator
undoubtedfy subside when the
.and make A:.mericans more vaIu-.
game and ~ke the cost too:
verdicts are .almost always the
Robert Dole who publicly conprice for kidnapping Anv.?ricans
able and more vulnerable toterhigh for them. We can no longer
same. A stern. warning from
demrle9 .Israel's .~. This
becomes too high. Libya's Col.
rOrism. In either case, the .teraffordtotetthebloodotinnocent
Washmgton and a threat to act,
just goes to" prove. that trio$l
Gadhafi is a.-typical ·,example.
rorists emerge as winners. H~Americans flow on the streets of
to retaliate next time.
Americans-iriCfu<Jiilgpoliticians· . : Though' most-of us may have forhearted. ~ and -COI'Il-'
~ or Iet·them be 'used,as.·
But, what about retaliating
li~esenator Oofe;.do not know.
Qotten.;:'·~1. U.S..: .bom~.
promiseswillonlybedetri~ _ Pawns in'Mic;td1e East politics. "-
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Attention.. ··Transfer:Students
Transfer Student Orientation

Workshops
Fall 1989
Topic
egistration for
pring 1990

Date

. Time

Place.

December 7, 1989 1:00-2:00 p.m. 360 PAS
5:30-6:30p.m. Rm 1750

*CareerServices, December 7, 1989 2:00-2:30p.m.360PAS
choolofBusiness
Rm 1750
nd Public Administration

W@UlJJ1J]) w@m ~1fJ 80·8till

rnrnooo

CJ

RELAXED &
CONFIDENT!

rientation and Special Programs, Room 1747, 360 Park
Avenue South, 725-4454.

Liberal Arts and Education Majors:
*Make an appointment with the Curricular Guidance Office
of the School of Liberal Arts and Sciences or School of
Education and' Educational Services after you receive an
official transfer crediteval uation.

PRESENTS:

BARUCH·

V

**Make an appointment for career placement information
with the Placement Office for Arts and Science Students.
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(Continued from Page A4)

yet be abiding. We have to be
segregationists and yet be integrationists. We have to be able to
become a free people.
'I

(Continued from Page A4)

photos.
I lost something that I loved, I
love and I am going to keep on
loving.
And one day .. .. one day
.... that part of my country will
return back. It will belong to the
Cypriots again and not to the
Turks. The 200,000 people will
go back.
So, am I a refugee? Yes or no?

machinery is beginning to pick up members of the DSSG. Wc welcome my casco it was.
ing legal services. I must question their
.
investigative techniques in researching
steam and has started on some pro- any input you mayhave. Its our school
jects. One of the issues that we are and we have to look out for it.
- During the last week of October those that serve their constitucms.
addressing is that of the Student Sincerely.
'1989. a complicated and unforeseen" Sincerely,
legal judgment was placed against mc Michael Royce
Center's availability to students.
Sean G. Mason
President
which required immediate attention to
The entire operating budget of the
Student Center is funded by us stu- Day Session Student Government
• prevent my bank account from being
dents. Of the $50 student activity fee. Editors Note: Again. The Ticker sells usuIJ'Cd. Fu~he~. u.nle.ss" was able to
a total of $197.732 goes to clubs and Gild collects money that comprises rectify t~e s.J~atJ,on wlthl~ seven days
organizations. $84.725 goes to the over one-third of its annual budget, a through Jud.Jclal mtervcnnon. I would
DSSG and the rest. $662.635 goes to- claim no other organization- ill this be left destitute.
ward the operating budget of the stu- school can make. Also. The Ticker has
Being a full-time student who is at
dent center. Some questions need to never purchased swearers. In fact, u'e present unemployed and independent
be asked here. Is all this money neces- are not bllyi,~g ~hirts ~r similar items of any financial support. I called the
sary? The answer is yes. if we wnat of any description this ye~lr. 1L~st for two lawyers DSSG had retained. Steve
to function at the present level. Should' the record. the $6.000 111 Stlpe~ll'.'i Glcit, who specializes in immigration
all this money corne from students' poe- ~'·o.rks out t? $50 for e'!ch of eight law. was understandably unable to help To the Editor:
ets? No. it should not. especially editors per Issue a.s II rel1n~lIrseme'" me and advised me to "chalk it all up
William Saint Louis' insigbtfut
when the school administration is not for the money paul 0111 oj our 0\\'/1 to a bad experience:' I then called Ticker column of Nov. 14. 1989 brings
willinz to bend ever so little to accom- pockets for food. transportation and Steve Kravitz and explained by predi- to mind the work of the brilliant polit- .
modate students.
telephone costs in order to put together cament and was heartened when he ical commentator Walter Lippmann. ,
We pay for the Student Center and the newspaper'. ~e do. not get reim- agreed to see me a few hours later. Early in this century Lippmann spoke
the adminstration tells us what to do bursedfor additional food expenses, Unfortunately. Kravitz's consultation of the cynical and purposefully amthere. how to do it and when to do ot.
lasted no more than five minutes. His biguous form of campaigning where
advice-to let his finn attempt to vac- the politician's strategy is to alienate
Does this sit right with you? It certainly ~
does not sit right with us. We are not
ate the judgement for a fee of $1.500 as few persons as possible by utilizing
asking for free license to do as we
(the student rate) up front. When I reit- vage language and content when dealplease. but almost every reasonable
erated that I had no access to my funds ing with potentially controversial and
suggestion we make is turned down
and that was the very reason I was in significant issues.
Hence. the recent mayoral race in
without serious consideration.
his office. he said there was nothing
I would like to extend an open invihe could do. I then offered to pay him New York City: heavy in head. but.
tation to all students who. after having
the $1.500 (if I decided to accept his lacking in meaningful dialogue conread this letter. feel the need to do
terms) on the day the judgment was cerning the major substantive issues.
something for themselves at Baruch
vacated since I would have the avail- So. the campaigns were not only "typability of my bank accound. He de- ical I980s." but indistinguishable form
College. The easiest thing to do is to
elined. I thanked him and walked out.
complain. If one percent of all the stu- To the Editor:
an approach which precedes this decNow the big questionis-why didn't ade by ~any decades.
dents whoever complained about the
Both Edward Asantes report on the
DSSG were to volunteer their services. legal services provided by the Day Ses- either Gleit or Kravitz at least refer me
I do agree- with Saint Louis' assessperhaps a few of'our problems would sion Student Government and the full to LEGAL AID where the service is ment that the city's present situation
be rectified. What about the adminis- page layout (Ticker Nov. 14. 1989) in- indeed free and advice is given with (and prognosis) is precarious. But. if
tration does with the students' money. forming Baruch students of such scr- compassion. LEGAL AID carefully in- more people in New York would adopt
Think about that.
vices seem-to offer hope-to the-student structed -me how to- act regarding the the-thoughtful. analytical and sensitive
1.look forward to working with all in need of legal expertise. The former matter. where to do the proper research approach the author utilizes in his
of you in improving student life here reported that "The lawyers will basi- pertaining to the case and helped to piece, our problems would begin to
dissipate. .. .
at 'Baruch. My office 'hours for this cally provide free consultation" to fill out the necessary paper work.
Fall 1989 are Monday and Wednesday Baruch Students. The latter stressed . The end result was that on my own. Sincerely.
from 2-4 p.m.. Tuesday from 1-3 p. m. "FREE LEGAL SERVICES" in. half I effectively stayed the judgment until David Chowes
and Thursday 2:45-4: 15. Fridays are inch bold lettering at the top of the a hearing is granted. Total cost: $50. Instructor in the Psychology Departby appointment only.
' page. On paper. it almost seemed too
Although I applaud DSSG's concern ment
Feel free to come see me or other good to be true and unfortunately. in for the students 'they represent in initiat- and the Statistics/CIS {)epartment
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(Continued from Front Page)
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stated. but it could be less. The real
issue is that clubs historically spend a
considerable amount of money on advertising. A normal poster could cost
anywhere from S 15-535, This machine
can put out a high quality poster for
much less. In addition. DSSG hopes
to institute new protocols as regards to
the use of the bulletin board. which
will help clubs be more effective in
their communication. The machine
will also help us to be more effective
in our communication with you. as will
be evidenced in the succeeding weeks.
I want to take this opportunity now
to touch briefly on the progress of the
DSSG. After a slow start. they SDDG
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* A two week ).:nglish as a Second Language intensive program designed to
improve basic skills and to prepare students for the Writing Assessment Test.

WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES?
Improve your chances of passing Basic Skills Assessment Tests and improve your writing and
mathematics skills during a brief period, and help prepare yourself for next semester's classes.

IS THERE ANY COST?
No. You will receive free tuition, free tutorial help, free textbooks and course materials, free
computer software. free diskettes and paper. You will also receive an allowance for transportation
and lunch. Funds for the program come from the City University of New York and will not be
deducted from your state and federal financial aid.

2006

3001
3002
3020
4015
4020

ENG 2550
2300
2500
2530
2700
2800

4115-

5010
5011
5012
5015
--...5016
5109
ENG 0102
ENG 0150
2920
2960

WHO IS ELIGIBLE?

2974
3000
3150

Any continuing Baruch student whose scores on the Basic Skills Assessment test in Mathematics
is between 20-24 and whose scores on the Writing Assessment Test is between 4-6.

HOW WILL I KNOW IF I AM ELIGIBLE?
Students who are eligible will be notified by mail. You may also send the reply form at the
bottom of this page to Elizabeth Thangaraj, Baruch College, Box.403, 17 Lexington Avenue,
.
New York, New York 10010 or call 212-725-4454. Room 1747,360 PAS.

WHEN WILL THE PROGRAM BE OFFERED?
The program will be offered in January.

----------------------------------------INTERSESSIONS BASIC SKILLS IMMERSION PROGRAM

.0152

3200
3500
3835
4120 .
4440
4550
4730
5010

Hallowell
Newton
Solomon
Marlow
Dalgish
Brent
Silberman
Newton
Gioia
Kauvar
B. Hayes
Darin
Malone
Jordan
TIllona
Ledennan

Soc. Security II

3003

Phone Number

Address

Please circle only one:

Math

ESL

3.82
3.97
4.41
4.71
4.38
4.25
4.05
4.09
4.46
4.51
4.21
4.37
4.84

4.27
- 4.08
3.98
Dare
3.96
Gluck
4.34
Bazerman
3.72
DiSalvo
3.96
Todd
4.76
Gayle
3.86
Bernstein
4.75
Marlow
4.40
Myers
4.39
Hallowell
3.20
Schwartzman 4.03
Towns
3.62
Barasch
3.89
Scotto
.4:47
Kauvar
4.53
SchwartzI IIan 4.16
Berggren
5.00
Santos

Name (please print)

2007

2010

2160
2300

Unger
- 3.09
Eyuboglu
4.27
'~
Killoran
4.02
Lichenithal
4.32
Sandler
4.25
Allison
4.00
Alper
4.47
Eyoboglu
4.59
Kurzbard
4.33
Secunda
3.88
Chia
4.23
Shani
3.68
Ahlawat
3.71
Allison
4.41

.Doddy
Santos.
Hessel
...

-Fan~

Shiue
Kim

COO
MCCann

4.42
4.46
4.17

1038

HSP 1000
1002
2010
IDe 1000
3021
4050

Martinez
. Alers
Martinez
Dalgish
Rosner
Fainstein

4.52
4.55
4.65
4.39
4.45
4.58

IMK3400

'Pagan
Boddewyn
Hwang
Wills

3.74
4.50
3.53
4.27
4.05 -

3002
3016
3024
3027
3032

ITL 1001
- 1002

Aciman '
Moore

4.90
4.40

4004

LAW 1101

Aylman
Sussina
Goldstein
Lipner
Lakin
Lakin

4.40"
4.07
3.78
4.38
4.62
4.64

Roff
Stalker
Langstaff
Pollard

4.38
4.30
4.00
4.07

LTG 1320
.1523

Keller
Halberstam

4.86
4.79

LTT2800

Keller
Lubetski
Joffen

4.59
3.42 ".\...~.-.:
4.73
3.19

Shani
Orenstein
Schneider
Lampert
Fabes
Hibshoosh
Gilmore

3.98
2.72
3.74
3.22
4.60
3.80
3.81

3410
4420
4460

3102
3104
LIB 1015 .
1016

Pagan

Sjrgado

2850
MCR 3600

3605

4.40
4.03 MGT2120
3.60
----4.2&3.71 .
4.01'-- .._.

Dikansky
Zarach

Kimball
Brentlinger
.
...
Meltzer
Kessler
..Krieger ...

Wein~t'g

3006. . Wiley
3010
Reich
30lQ -.' G~ -:;..
3300
Apter
Todd
4100
Collison
4130
Wong
4218
FJ iedland
. - 4320' _. - Sliaw- .-..
!>

H~gh

Estrine
Kimball
Chevan
l&ieg«
Cbanlcin .

3460

eight successive nights. designed to improve basic skills and to prepare students
for the Mathematics Skills Assessment Test

Korman
Heinemann
Rothstein
Moss
Hsu
Elahrnady
Holsinger
Simko
Frankel
Holsinger
Booke
Thompson
Harris
. Woo
Son
Aries
Puryear
Mulkowski
Bamundo
Holsinger

Runley
Loo
Ziegler
Tobias
Todd
Reich
Bixler
Shaw
Zaraeh
Dalotto
Gordon
Wal5h
Kirby
Gorelishuil
Reich
Kossak
Lindenfeld
Tao
Nora
Shaw
Hausman
Lindenfeld
Shapiro
Shane
Gorelishuil
Apter
Kirby
Wiley
Walsh
Gartenberg
Stein
Ruddel
Todd
Sheingorn
Rocha
Bixler
Gordon
Barone
Shapiro
Shane
Esposito

2006

4.73
3.45
4.28
4.26
4.00
2.74
3.62
4.04
3.86
4.50
4.16
4.29
4.51
4.65
4.45
4.30
4.59
3.97
3.95
4.01
4.43
4.12
4.47
3.29
4.41

~---Wong

3560

* A three week Mathematics intensive Day and a two hour Evening Program for

Chien
Veral
Hsu
Stern
Bhave

HED 1810
1914
HED 1915
1917
1950
2920
HIS 1001

3368
3369

ee

2121

331l

3367

C ~·-· ·

3710

HEB 1002·
3CK)1

3363
3364

The Prl·ce
For Advice

Letters

Fisher
Lefkowitz
, Packard
Block
Buglewicz
O'Donnell
Fittennan
Hayes
Towns
Katz
Zucaro
Darin
Brilliant
Solomon
Hall munoso
Schwartzman
Tritt
Black

Banai
Hams'
~~

__ ~.-

M()SS
Bamundo

4:-20
4.22
4!..4.1 _
4."31
·.3.47

2062
2052
2061
2090

Slavin
HalIi ster
Lambert
Samarotto
Olan
Swartz
Chankin
Swartz
Swartz
Slavin
Haggh
Tomasello
Lambert
Krieger
Swartz

MTHOOI0

.r

'

Wilrners
Davison
ZiegJer
Levine
0020
Rumley
'Polemis
Sheingorn
Weinless
Barone
Bryslawsky
Paidoussis
Tao
Dalotto
Marques
Frydman
0030
Weinless
Marthez
Berger
Polemus
Paidoussis
Esposito
. Collison
Ruddel
Brysiawsky
Barone
Frydman
Siner
Tepper

_Wilmcrs

4410

Shapiro
. 4.72
3.15

Lobert
Curran

1316
1317
1323
1411
1413
2313
4.17
3.91
4.14
4.42
4.49
-3.28
3.91
3.58
4.80
4.51
3.44
4.53
4.80
3.21
·3.22
3.00
4.45
3.03
2.68 .
3.65
4.24
4.73
4.47

4A7
4.74
3.01

4.09
4.88

j.76

ArOugbeti

4."60

Siner

4.68

PHI 2000

2001

2010
2200
2210
2990
3030
3250

PHYtOO3

Engel

4.72

Eng
Engel
Gondola
Engel
Amira
Dixon
Gondola
Harpaz
Gondola
Dixon

4.72
4.28
4.27
4.58
4.47
4.46
4.74
4.644450
4A5

Morewedge
Perricone
Schoelkopf
Evans
Green
Lackey
Novak
Teghrariaa
Morewedge
Green

4.05
4.42
4:51
4.55
3.98
4.12
4.36
4.00
4.10

4.02
4.45
Norostrom
4.27
McDermott
.4.26
Novak
Morewedge , -4.58
4.33
Wjscbogroo
,
r4.39
Wartofsky .".

Brakas

Corone....-

" .

Catto

2004

caito
.

POL 1101

~

·Adams

-.~.

60

4~30

4.51
:,4~74

Digaetafto
Waddell
.Holstine
Reiss

4.28
4.27
4.00
4.02

Araya

3.64

Wong

3.70
.4.53

~Y"~ ..
(COlfliIlll~d

•

.3.77

Oft

~ A9)

.

.,.
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CUNY Allocates

most. Students win be charged a sliding scale fee of approximately $40-50
(tentative) for fun childcare per week.
This is the fee usuaBy charged at other
centers, she said.
Dr. Samuel Johnson. dean of students, said he believed the center is
very important to Baruch students
By RAFAEL MARTINEZ
going into the business world in that
According 10 Debra Bick-Du~an,
L~ bitl proves that a childcarecenter is viaassistant director of student activities.
e.
The Parent Resource Center at 137
$35.• 000 hasbeen given tothe Baruch
E. 22nd St. is being used as a short
day care center.
The Board of Trustees of the City
term babysitting service and also pro,
vidcs childcare workshops for parents.
University of New York ,gave the
money to 'Baruch to help complete the. ZIIj'PJi
he said.
construction of the center. stated Bick- 7"'"",'",:,,:,
'Short-term babysitting is not
Duggan.
adequate and the school has to offer
Bick-Duggan said, "The center is a
good childcare at a good cost, Johnson
joint venture with the State University
said. He said he does not think 20 slots
of New York School of Optometry at
are enough. but "child care for 20 is
better than child care for none." ,
100 E. 24th S1. and the Veteran's Administration Hospital at 23rd Street and
Eileen D. Cruz-Minnis. a student at
First Avenue. The center will be at the
Baruch. has been working on the forVA hospital because of the lack of
mation of the day care center since the
space at Baruch College."
'fall of 1988. Cruz-Minnis, along with
another student. Flavia Orellana and
.The two colleges and the hospital
Bick-Duggan were able to set up the
nave to 'match the moneyfrom CUNY
by one-third of the amount each.
. informal group. A Concerned ChilBaruch's third will be raised from qual, drens Environment Student Society.
ity of life money that comes from the
Cruz-Minnis stated that the day care
city. and part of Bick-Duggan's s a l a r y ' . ,
.
center could not be instituted at Baruch
Debra Bick-Duggan, assistant direc- because state law requires that a child
goes to the one...third., she stated.
.Bick- Duggan said the center will be tor of student activities.
care center can not be above the second
'The-center will not be for babysit- floor of a building due to safety
for-children between the ages of "six
~";thsio five years of age. and will ring services. but will be used to pro- reasons. Therefore no space is availanayC::a licensed maximum capacity for vide educational development services ble at Baruch.
6(}::ct\iJ<lren of which 20 slots will be for the children. and a teacher licensed
Cruz-Minnis stated that she. "hopes
fot;Bafuch students" children:'
by the city will be hired to do so:' said that the day care center will provide
~:.:aaruc.h 'has=-the mostslots .because Bick-Duggan.
. an educational environment in which
@t~,.parentwil1 nee? th~ slot con- ' ' Guidelines are not yet determined a child can be helped and prepared for
~~~,~:~~t:amongon who will use the center because school.'
_~JY;tJ(p.ifr;Wi}(~~~es~ said Bick-Duggan said she needs to identify
(Continued on Page All)
~:-9uggan:;. ~~~ .~ '':~''. '!£;)'.~
{the students who need the center the

$35,000 For Day

Care Center

u

- "'~.I.~

"'

.~. ..~ ,..y '•.. ,.:. ,;$ -: ....

J:.

'.

:

DSSG Endorses
Pro-Choice March

'.

CEDOOI6.
0017
0085
CHM1000

1002

Council Acts "Without
Proper Consideration'
.
By RAINA WILSON
The Day Session Student Government recently endorsed the March on
Washington for pro-choice.
According 'to Wilson Shurn, vice
president of the DSSG. the endorsement was not planned out. A letter
came t.9'the council's attention asking
if 'they would support the march. A
meeting was then held and the proposal
in favor of the letter was passed.
Shum stated. "I would feel alarge
majority of students would agree with
a woman having the right to make a
decision on whether or not to, have a
child. Yes. I do know there will be
students who disagree on either a legal.
religious or ethical standpoint."
He added. "The members of the
DSSG are elected by the day session
students of the college to represent
them and to decide on relevant issues.
We have a responsibility to aid opinions of the college. We have in the past
and still are continuing this practice of
fulfilling our obligations."
According to Shurn. two examples
of this are rhe anti-racism March on
Washington and the protest against the
tuition increase.'
"There will be .pe9P~~.·· said Shum,

(Continued from Page. A7)

"who oppose the, anti-racism march.
For instance, if there is a mem?eT of
the KKK in the school. And 11? the
case of the tuition' increase there are
people who would have benefited
from the tuition increase. The representatives of the DSSG want to upstand
the constitution within legal boundaries.
.
.
"
Shum stated, "There Will be people
who disagree with what the DSSG has
done and it is good for ~ople t<:> dis~g
ree. If a person would like then opmion expressed to the DSSG they can
either write in or vote in the student
elections."
, _
Upper Council member Bridgett
Bowie stated. "I can give you a general
statement. I'm also pro-choice and I
do not think leaders should be able to
make choices for us when it comes to
our bodies."
Tom Young. a member of the InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Committee. said "Having found out long after
the endorsement was made I would
have to say that the DSSG acted without proper consideration of those students who do not support abortion."
':'_

2101
2240
2310
2312
2313
2321

2006

2332

4224
SPEOOO7

CIS 1357
2005

2358
2359

3360
3361
3363

0008

3364

2336
2353'
3315
3342
3345
33643367
3422
PSY 1001

JOft>

-3365
3367
3368 .
3369·
4366.
ECO 1001

1002

Cheosakul
Simko
McCall
Hoffman
Block
Mcnczel
Thein
Scharf
Bramante
Mollette
Gill
Cole
Rosenthal
Ahn
Ryan
Quigley
Norman
Forman'
Forman
Shapiro
Ahn
Tansel '
Falcone
Reza

Sang
Fridriksson
Ramin
Reza

3108
LIB 1016
LTT2800

-:'

4000

ED02010
3011

3012
EDVIIOI
. 3001

3002
ENG 0102
3042
3049
3055-

OtSO

".

0152

Ross
Lynde
Tantum
He
,Hill
Seifer
Goldstein
Watnick
Rumain
Rumain

.~'t.

,

2100

2121
3300
3500
3800

4400
4560
4750
4880
5390
MKT2000

1005
MTH0010
0020

0030

Savetsky

Free
Had
Zinnes
Wejsberg
Over
Halloway

3.84
3288
4012
S020
6001
lOOIL
PUB 1250

2100
3154
3156
3253
4000
ACe 1101

3500
REL 1001
1003
1530

1103
1202

RET 3900

3304
3311
4305

4950
5920
SOC 1005

4.27
4.38
3.29
4.29
4.69
4.00
4,11
4.55
5.00
4.78
4.55
2.24
4.49
3.68
3.44
4.07
4.22
, 4.13
4.tJ
4.26
4.31

2450
2550·
2800

2850
2920
2950
FIN 2600

3610
3710

4~00

4362
4365
5323
5324
ADV3151
ANT 1001
3033
3058
. 1012
1020
'2026

3008
3014
3053
3055
,3057
3062

2060.

2071
3240
BIO 1003

4.00
4.17
4.12
_4.30
3.48
4.54
4.58
4.27
4.25

4.09
3.49
4.26
3.63
4.48
4.48

4.68

4.61
1005

3064
3066

3067
3082
'4032
SPA 1001

4.65
4.57
4.92

4.. 81
4.54
3.03
4.12
"

~

4610
4710
4TIO
FRE 1001
1002
GER 1002
HED 1915
1930
HIS 1001

1003
1004

2033
2075
3410
3552 ,
'HSP 1003

4.44.'",.

4.29
3.33
3.. 74
3.88
4.42
2.81
4.28
4.28
4.78
4.60
4.27
4.38
4.39
4.50
4.24
4.04
4.33
4~40

4.4'~.
4.15 '
2Q06

_:~~~~~.':
4

4'

ftA'·:':

.•

~,.:

4:83-~'

4.so

Omest

IDC40SO.
IMK3400: . .Pagan
3410
Pagan
4420
Hwang
4460
Muller
Saxe '.
LAW 1101,

4.50
4.29
4.31
, 4.13

4.06·...

Sokolinsky
.Free

Lawrence
Erie
Brenalvirez
Parker
Scotto
Pettinelli
Isaacson
Weisberg
Mass
Solomon
Tritt
Hitchcock
Darin
Hentzl
DiSalvo
Hitchcock
Blclck
Fang
Brooks
Secilmis
He
Wang
Fang
McCann
Wang.
Venitis
Hartheimer
Cohen
Benatouil
Green
Eng
Kyman
Peden
Abrahamian
Lewis
Quiroz
Chang
Lewis'
Quiroz '
Buder
Frazier
Alers
Martinez
Clerk

4.34
3.21

'4~34

'.

3.99 ..)
"4.. ~~)

, .Stanton ..
21SO

3:064

4-~12"

5750
MSC 1003

Black.

4.36
3.71

4.29
4.36

. 3~67.
4.71 ..
3.85 -

'4340

Tritt

4:88'"

PUB 1250'

Santos
Sidran
Dologite
Ferns
Seron

2.97
3.48
4.]0
4.21
4.39
4.02
2.56 '
4.44·(

3605
MGT2120

KURar

.,
L

ENVI020
PHY1OO3
CIS 1357L

3.83
MCR3600

Reza

3220
3250

3.97
4.·10
4.65
4.31
4.43

2300

-"4'.6f '
4'.58:.
4.61'
4.65
.4.54 '
4.39 .
3.83'
4.78
4.16

4.46
3006
3020
OPR3450

4.45
4.19 "
3.60
4.44

PED 1316
2313
. PHI 2000
• 2001

2010
2145
2200
PHYlOO3
REA2710
RET3910
4900
SPA 3001
3002
4125

4182
SPE 1010

4.644.14
4.13
, 3.77
4.63
4.37

435
3.94-

3.95

4.82
4.08

4.03
3.58

4.55
4.61
4.67
4.67
4.76

3.98
4.42
4.50
3.77 .
4.32,~

3)02
SST 1001'
1003

4~74

.

4.52 .~:
"

4~60...

2003

4,56.' ••

'3010
-40n·
STA2000

'4.65 '/':

3154-' .

·ECO (OOIL
IOO2L
.
_.
.
FIN,26O()L
~

MTH20()6· .

4.64-"7 ';'

-4'19\'~:

4:S7"'::?
3~65':~<

3.38 ,?~.
,3.74 .
3.82 ,~.
.' 4~69- '.

-

~._

-0

•

.
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c

In his statement. Chairperson Murphy said. "Dr, Murphy's retirement
from the chancellorship lays upon. the
Board of Trustees. and on the umvcrsity as a whole. the obligation to re(Continued from front Page)
(Continued fro';" Front Page)
examine and re~efirte our m~nage
, Delandro Wilson, a member of the
rncnt, goals. policies and practice ~ .
Appeals Committee ~~ho interv~ew,~d
commitment to the fulfillment of the wc conduct a se~h for ~ new chance Club Caricom fOT their appeal said, It
educational mission of City Universi- lor,"
. h d
was not too much money at all.,.
..
The chairpcrson.alsosald t at urty.
' . ,
h'
t
re
.. Aline Quashie, treasurer of Club
The board established a search com- ing Chancellor Murp Ys. enu •
Caricom, said that last year the event
mittee on Nov. 27 to look f~r a succes- CUNY student. enrollmeat mc~~~
cost about $1,700., and it was so sucsor ChairperSon Murphy will be head- from 172.332 m 1981 to 194.
.
cessful that they wanted to "enlarge
, .
. '
1989' a $1.5 billion college renovation
mg the committee.
. . .." "
' . b he, tate to
.
According
to
Rita
Rodin,
the
d1TeC"progra~
was
approved
y' t ,s has
of bias on council; there has always'
been. The only people who would
tor ofpublic.infonnationat the Cl!NYmoderD1ze 13. cam~uses •. WhlC~eted;
know the truth are God and those o n .
'
Central Office. the search committee been almost. enurety comp $42.
(Continued from Front Page)
council."
has not been completely formed as of CUNY research grants ~~ f~~ .
Wilson said, "This is ~ the case~ submitted. The skylight should be re- this time. So far. Chairperson Murphy million in 1980-8 t to $1. rm 1~~
has named Board of Trustee members 1988-89. and conaboratl~e prog xjust because t~e~ are Canbbea~::. placed by the end of next year.
Edith
Evertt. Calvin Pressley. Sta!,~ey .with the Board of Education were e
dents on council it does not mean ••
. p
M'~ hell
charge of the
. bi
ants Caribbean Clubs
am ,I C
,
f
Fink and Gladys Carrion. in addition panded.
IS J : ~~~neThomas. a member 6fthe . accOuntingu~it of t~3rd floor 0
to City College Presiden~ Be~ard
~s Committee who also inter- the Center said .she likes the••new
Hariston, to the search committee.
~ppe d Club Caricom for their appeal elevator. "I hated the old,one. S~
ROdin said Chairperson Murphy will.
:~;e "If council memtJersfeel t~is. also comme~ted on the IDcon:mbe working with the University Stu. ' . hould vocalize their opm- ' ence. of having to .walk up ree
dent Senate and the University Faculty
~ay, they s . . order tobe more flightsofstairs.. "fixing the elevator
Senate to select some of their members
Ions at meeun~s t o . .
,&&
vnmerbey__de. " counCII members'. '.-----.
would
al-lect-me-an:~
.effective
.
.
t .• .
to sit on the committee. The number
cided to renova e.
,
I th
.
of
representatives to be chosen from {Continued from Page A8)
Wilson stated, ··1 fee
at ev~ryGeorgina Man. sophomore.
h
te groups has not yet been
thing has been blown out ofPropo~;~~ thinks it is nice that ~heY're fixing
eac . sena
She docs wish that the center would
because of the amount of money h
't but believes the time allotment
finalized..
be ·at Baruch instead of at the hospital
Caricom asked for and .the fac.~ t at ~hould not take 'two months...·It·s
....
In his, letter to .Ch~I·r:~;;e~~i~~' because she would be able to visit ~er
Jacqueline and I are Canbbe~.h h t the same as the asbestos in the
the chancellor Ltoth I . i les estab- children and help at the center dunng
He added, "I was- neutral WI~ ht ~l cafeteria at the beginning of the
the any break in her classes but the dishave en loyal to t e pnnc p
h
(Club Caricom) appeal and WIt a
semester. It's just bad timing."
lished 10 1847 to educ.ate t e r r , .
tance will not make that possible.
others."
.
ith
No comment was giv~n the
working .cl~s. the chtld:n;111~~;;:~
Cruz-Minnis' stated that when the
Thomas s~id. "1, was ne~:~l:; it cost of the elevator except that the
be
center is completed in September 1990
rants. mmonty people.
.. .
the Club Cancom appeal. I
. . . . City University of New York is paymidd~e class of our ~own. I haver s:: her oldest child will be in kindergarten
Wilson Shum, viceprestdent of the in the san:'e way as ~I the others. lub ing for it. The Student Center's
sustained ~nd nouns~~~ by c~uperse- and' youngest child will be only able
DSSG.
Accordmg to BOWIe. when a c
elevator is mixed in with two other
dents. Their courage: 1.lgen . et the to use the service for a year but she is
, . ' , ' ..
.
th have to meet
a~peals for moneyrs ~ the Appeals elevators at 155 E. 24th St.. ~he
and upgrade the show,"
verance '::c~~~~t~~~l: : deep compelled to help the process' along
. This, she said. is the reason why WIth t~o. membe
mbers work out passenger elevator ~d t~e seyY1ce
sort ·ofe d'
of 'the world one that so that other parents can use the center.
und erstan mg
•
Club Caricom originally appealed -for CommIttee. !het~e~~ub and submit a sidewalk elevator ~hlCh IS a me~~l
wilt
enable
them
to
make
this place
$3 231 91 but only received $2.350.50. an appeal WIth
h .
of the elevator outside. Ius used fordehvmore. just and humane than it is ought
Sh~ said.' "There is an increased cost' final ..draft to th~ c alrperso~ Club ery. and by the maintenance men
to be a source.of strength for all of us,
.
Appeals CommIttee. In t e
b 'ld'
fOT publicity."
C . - 'nstance Bowie said that she of the UI mg.
Wilson said. "I was not at all happy
ancom I
,
with the way Club Caricom conducted
itself at the Nov. 9 .OSS? meeting by shouting and argumg with counci I members ."
.
Quashie said, "There was a time fac-.
tor involved. We needed to know
where we stood with the appeal. We
had to make a stand."
Accoiding to Apollo Mathew. ~a
surer of the ossa. "There is ques~lOn
able bias in the Appeals CommIttee
and on council."
.
Shum stated. "There is a question

did not see the final draft because she
was iII. The appeal is then brought to
council and voted on.
Bowie said that she did not accuse
anyone on the Appeals <;oin~itt~ of
being biased and said. '~e~ isn t any
blatant racism on council. But she
said she did tell members of the committee to "try to be neutral for future
appeals."

Chancellor

·McLaughlinWams
.Students of Theft
Macintosh Stolen
lo.

.By NEXAR CEDENO.
McLaughlin further stated that aside
A Macintosh computer stolen from from the average number ofthefts there.
Room 1008, 46 E. 26th S1., on Nov. was a man exposing himself in three
28. is just one ,of the recent incidents separateincidents to femalcsinthe Ji-',~>;.""'•. ,:·~·t::0:~,~0:«
that .has occured on Baruch's campus. brary and-masturbating. He was caught
Accordirigto.Henry. McLaughlin·, di-. the" week· of Nov~ 21 by. a' guard who
rector of security, "there are three or had a description of the man. "The
four......, incidents a month on the aver- guard was very sharp (in the lobby of
age.
.
24th STreet elevator to the library J. He
There have been no violent. crimes recognized him through the descriplately since the rape of a female faculty tion,. made him sign in and called us."
, member in August 1986, but theft is said McLaughlin ~
hitting the computer labs, classrooms,
Other indidents of theft include gym
students and faculty property. The most lockers and the i Oth floor cafeteria
common theft at. Baruch is where stu- -rnachines that have been broken into
-dent 'property disappears "mostly during ~'quiet times. " Theft from unclothing, new.books from classrooms, locked facultyoffices and rooms have
cafeterias and the library. 'There have . also occured. The most recent is the
only been larcenies lately as opposed disappearance of the Macintosh comHenry McLaughlin, director of Securi~
to robberies, we have been very fortu- puter. It belonged to the Journalism
nate," according to McLaughlin.
Department.

Eleva'too'r

fs'

"-

in

Day Care

'

;.

The computer was a vital part of
producing the publication Dollars and
Sense. Along with the computer went
ali the data stored for the nest issue of
Dollars and Sense ~ "We lost all .informationfor the next issue of Dollars
and Sense' which was about one-third
of the publication," said Roslyn Berns. tein, professor- ofEngJish~, .who 'helps
coordinate. the yearly publi<:ation~
Figures show that incidents at
Baruch College are down "10 percent
this fiscal year en4i~ .June 30, 1989
compared to "tlle 'pre~<!~~ fiscal' year.
The .data for, the, auly.::,,1.. 1989-June
30, i 989) not
because the
year is not complete and it cannot be
compared as a whole .yet to last year.
, Mcl.aughlin said, "It's running about
the same as last year."
According to McLaughlin, the 10
i' policy is working in keeping crime
tn down and definitely "keeping out an
;- undesired element." McLaughlin's
;Q word of advice to avoid being a victim
~ of theft is to "be aware of what is'happening around you. Don't 'leave your
property unattended anywhere." He
added, "I would say that 75 percent of
the incidents that occur on campus are
because of carelessness.'.
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Planning to 'attend the February
Commencement Exercise's?

..

---,~-_.-

File

even 0
Madnt~h" computers have always ~n easy to use. Butthey've never

been this easy toown. Presenting The Maantosh Sale.
...
ThroughJanuary31,you can save.hundreds of dollars on avanet)'
ofAp Ie'" Madntosh computers and penpherals.
pSo now there's no reason to setde for an ordinary PC. With The
Madntosh Sale, you can wind up with much more ofacomputer.
Without spending alot more money:
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New
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Close
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If you have not received your
Commencement Information Packet
in the mail,

w,_ • • • • • • • •

'0

..........................................~

Print ...

~.

Contact:
Baruch College
Student Activities Center
137E. 22nd S~reet, Room 104
f.- Or Call: 725-3057

8€P

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

8€Q

Quit

•••
The Macintosh Sale.

Deadline for Filing is December 15,. 1989

Bee Microlab

GRADUATIONELIGIBILITY: YQllmust file' an Application for Degree
for1" with the~egis~rarl~0mc~·t!l·Ytlurfinal $eJlJ.e.-.rin~rderto be .•
,eligible to gr-aduate ._n~.·tobe included in the om~l.al comD.'encel,Dent
...
program.

.

.

.

Now throughjanuary 31

,.

155 E. 24th Street, Room 3~3
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.relates t
e.. c an
tino Alumni
Association, is
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department of

Amendment the rightto free speech . lege. .
h dred h
d
In·198-3. there were 1.613 members on
interests ex
ssed at ;he
The college's
is not thilt the
un . t. 0t:Isan dol!ars of a l u . m n i ·
ti~e was':::>the hirin of m:= black and purpose of the BLAA IS wrong because mO,~Y was ~nvested In c.orporatlons the graduating class. 263 became paid
g
it wants to help students. but rather. that mvested In South ~frica. They say alumni. Less than 20 percent of all
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"Is there a real problem with having Latino faculty. Joe Sellman. president
.
. . . .
. . "
.
.
more than, one alumni.association?" . or-the BLAA said this: "Discriminat- as Dean Sam.~ohnson put It: The Issue
'. "Change can nevcrbeg.inunlessyou"Discriml1iatOry .. '
has t~. ~o. \V!.th~ w:nc:~her}~..present:
ask for it," said Arthur Lewin •.chair..:.'.
..
alumni assocranon 15 failing, From
person of the Black and Hispanic Fac- practices
the partS-6w~atIcan~ell thathasn'ttx:enpro'ven~"
ulty Caucus, and of both the first and
. ' ad .. ·
~eDean of.Student Services and th~.~
second "Bias at Baruch" fonntls.At va~ous . ministrators highest ranking black' officialat this
~Z
~,n
the .second forum. change from the have permeated.
colJe~ went onto .say.·The~ is no
·:i
_.:s .'
bureaucracy and the status quo was , I .; .
.
q~est.!0~ a~ to the~ssueofb~as and·
what people were talking about.
the
d~scnmmatlo~ w~Jch.~rtams to
:';1'
,3
~e .second forum took place on college. The position of. _hlghered~cauonal mstltutlO~ ~atj~~-,
.':1»
.::
Nov" 9 In Room 1)4 at) 55 E. 24th 51.
. .'
.
'.
~Uy. The Issue of the alumni associa- .
. D,c
In the packed room. studentsand fac- President Segall as it. tionhas to do w~~ testing t~e formal
.' !'liJ
ulty spoke out against what they perth Bia k .d structure before It s altered. .. ' .ceived as obvious prejudice and bias Lati
0
Joe Fa.gen,. a member of the BLAA:
which the school. has never addressed
.
agrees WIth Johnson. He said, .. It's not
in a meaningful way.
.'.
a ra.ci~l issue, The present alumni asThe most potent topic and the one'
• ldit .
socianon needs to address the needs
..
issue.thar thecollege is insensitive and unyle lng and
.
of srudents.t'He ~lsoad~d. "Is there
insincere about. i~ the equal. rights ~ofdiscriminatory and
. areal prob.lem wl.th .ha~~?g morethaq,
the Black and Latino AlumniAssocia...
.'.
one. al~mm aSSOCiatIOn ..
. tion.
shows a lack ofconcern It"~ a good question. considering
For seven years, a battle between toward the black
that· In 1984 Baru~h gav~ ~upport to
the 'cotlegeand the' BLAA has 'been
' ..
-..
.- ' . _..
.
thr~_e,.<?~her. alumni a~SOClatl(~)Jl nee.ct~.
waged in court .. ln December of 1986, Latmopoputation.at
to address th: needs of students:' He
'the District Court dismissed the case . his '.: .'1·1''..: . '" . - , .
-al~ .add~d.. Is there ·a 'real proble .
but in December of I ~87 • the Co uri t IS CO
'e. .
.
wlt~~av~~more than one alumni-asof Appeais.rein'stated·the c
Oneof ory :p~ ces ont .p~rts: 0 . v~s s~~~. "
. ,- ..
. .
c··..
• .
,:
,.... .
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Ayuletide~athering sure to. ease
filled with good cheer, beer, and $n
incredible amount of food•••
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·A M-useUfil of Conte·tnpqrary Music
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By GABRIELLE PORrELLA
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Improve your-Studies··and eam exframoi'lE!V-

., . ,~ ... 460-~8-389· /
...

Learn the Nation's most popular
Word Processing System

WORDPERFECT 5.0
From the Best Source AvaiiabJe-

BON TEMPS
LEARNING .CENTER
our.....logawllinclucte.:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intensivetrairltng
No more than 4 studentsto a class
Beginner toadvanceGt courses
Morning, attemoon at evening sessions
Cross-training
Individuatized instruction by top teachers
r

,"

Call MARGARET todaY,.··460-8389

Dr. John Money, ,speaking at the auditorium.
surpress you or grow on you. It is not to have a very powerful-influence in
planned. ended. or begun voluntarily. the differentiation of the brain as masThe first animal models of homosex- culine 01' feminine" 'said Monev, who
ual and heterosexual orientations were later resumed .the honnone ·stories

Merrill Lynch. a leader in the financial services industry is seeking college students
witn lecdership potentiol to join the Corporate Syst~ms Program. This 14-week Business
Applications Tro:inirlg ClaSs -prOVides you with the business and technical knowledge to
become a bUSIneSS applicqtions programmer. Throughout the program. there is a strong
emphasis not only on developing technical skills. but also on developing leadership skills
and the ability to effectively work as port of a team.

What We Look For
_

This u.ruque program 1$ desiqned for a select group of indrviducls WIth undergraduate mcqors ill computer science. engineering. mathematics. management information
systems or liberal arts. with a serious interest in pursuing a career in computer technology and business applications programming. Evaluation of ccmdidates will focus on proven
leadership skills and supenor performcmce m academic. extracurriculcrr cmd work environments We me looking for motivated individuals with the desire and potential to
contribute to our technological push into the 21st century.

Corporate Systems Program Will be on campus
February 14, 1990
-- ~ --- --- -~- 0 co
"ews

.

- ..

Interested students are invited to obtain more information from the Placement
-. Office.

~.erriULYDch
A tradition of trust

MeniIl Lynch is an Equal Employment Opportunity Employer.
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FEATURES.

ment within the schooland, to make
them become part of Baruch, .In other
. words,~akc them fcel"at·nomc:"·~-·
.
1<
On Thursday; Aug. ~~ I, a week before the semester started.. all students
willing to enroll to theprogramwere
gathered for a training seminar. The
.
number of interested alumni were wen .
received by the coordinator ofOricnta-tion and .Special Programs,. Dr,
Elizabeth Thangaraj. Most of the
ture leaders were in theirtwenties With
a few exceptions. Their backgrounds
were varied as well as their-fields of
concentration and·· their status· at
Baruch.
By HECTOR CANONGE
The one session traimng seminar
Receiving a letter of invitation to [and the role that freshmen leaders were College are required to take the orien--partments. usage of the library. where conduetedby Dr. Thangaraj,·gave..1eaEitake part in the freshman leadership about to take. Surely as many other ration class once a week for a period to find tutoring. how to attain good ers an idea of what they were supposed
seminar was the beginning of a series students may have had responded, my of three months. The no credit required study habits, etc. In spite of these im- to do. For example. how to deal with
~f experiences that later enriched my _reply was immediate. To be one of the course was designed to provide assist- portanr issues, the most important the new students. whereto refer if help
life as a student and as a person. The first ones to respond was important. ance to all freshmen in aspects such purpose of the 12 seminars was to was needed. and especially the insights .
As the letter explained, every semes- as: the grading policy of the school. familiarize students with other peers. of typical questionsthatconcern every
letter. not extensive but informative;
explained the purpose of the program ter all new students entering Baruch location of the various offices and de- to make them find their own environ- college student during theirfirst semester. For example. what do you need'to
know before droppingacourse? Howcan you apply for financial aid?
. Where can you get curricular guidance, etc:
.
Orientation groups. for the first
time. met the second week in' September. The first couple of meetings
were conducted by a faculty member
and two leaders assigned to each group
which consisted of 20 to 25 freshmen
students per leader. This first meeting

FRESHMAN LEADERSHIP
SEMINARS

'·P.R.I.D.E.
Celebrates
Puerto· Rican
Discovery Day.

fu-

A student's experience on being a freshman orientation leader

Last· Day
of Classes

-

.By·ERNIE LOPEZ
On Nov. 9 •. Puerto Ricans for Involve. _~ ~,DeYelopmentand Enlightenment,celebrated Puerto Rican Discovday in the Oak and Marble lounge.
·The Baruch annual Puerto Rican Discovery day entailed the film Retratos
:and various types of Puerto Rican

e.ry

,·foods.

Several Puerto Ricans gave their
views .regarding the "Puerto Rican
Family:' Eddie Palmeri. a student and
· salsa band leader said. "Many Puerto
Rican families are poor." He also
added, "Puerto Ricans are always of.fered the lowest payingjobs,"

The majority in my
group of 25 aspired
to obtain an
.accounting degree
. . . Ninety percent
worked part-time;

Others expressed their appreciation
., of the Puerto Rican culture by agreeing
··with· the film's narrator who said, "We
are black. we are white. we are Indian"
All of different colors. and we love
them all."
, ..:.. ""later went. OD. to "say. "Weare a

Qnd·tt!!out~~t[~~

..;::..

Ch.ri.strna.s Part

.

day event:' said Maribel
Olivieri, president o,f PRIDE, "is to
show the Baruch community that we
do take the time to re-establish the importance our heritage plays in our daily

encountered by students today are very ing that Baruch students were most
. similar to those of students 18 years concerned about the .university, their
ago, there is alsea great number of school and their fellow students. One
..probIems -that· are more serious in

"Students are actUally
programmed to be
.. apathetic. They are told
.they can't do anything
. .. Students do care and
can move mountains if
.' .: they were given the
..chance."

was

'Games, Prizes, and
Santa Claus !

we- are PuertoRicans!~ ~.:

covery

enter college.

Despite the fact that the first couple
of meetings may have been 'boring for
some students and for some leaders. as
well, ·not all aspects of the freshmen
s~minars we~ .negative. In the beginrung of the third week, and for the rest
of the program. leaders met indcpcndently with their groups. And because
a faculty member was not present to
institute order. leaders were in charge
of their classes. Because this was my
first experience in conducting a class.
opting for an amicable opening. by
making students introduce themselves
to the whole group worked favorably.
Names ~ere not just ona roster. They
were famil iarized with, the faces of
(Continued on Page 86)

. ~~··ORGULLOSO

.. __ ._~~o.m fQt.~..:~o ~iC,~~._~~.

."

Tllursday, December 14
5:00--10:00 pm
Student Center-First Floor

..~;.>' :·we

.'.;'::'.~"';'?~~:-.~::-: ~?'~·~~(·':.f(jJiOUd),

were among/thefirSt

served to introduce student leaders to
the class. Faculty members in' general
welcomed and explained to the new
students the importance of a: college
education in todays changing world
They also pointed out. the fun part of
college life and' encouraged them towards a degree.
There we were. two volunteer leaders and a faculty
. ' " member. trvinz
..... our
best to entice the attention of our audience. To be informative was the target
and not to bore our listeners the preoccupation. But nevertheless, the lack of
enthusiasm on the part of the. recentevily high school graduates
dent. Apathy glowed in those faces
which represented a new generation of
Baruch's graduates. A negative feeling
was launched directly at us, the speak- _
ers. who perhaps remembered our first
year in an alien environment, with new
faces everywhere. Therefore, we understood 'how they felt. The idea -of
walking out crossed my mind and probably theirs as well, but the willingness
to help was what made it possible to
stay and proceed with the lectures.

.

.. The film Retratos depicted the struggles and hardships of a Puerto Rican
family in the 19705. In the film, Puerto
~Ricans who immigrated from ~R. to
·New York expected to achieve the
-~merican Dream," but in essence
·they found the struggtesand hardships
which they stil~ face today.

in -tneiriamtliesto

Day Session. Stu.den.t Goo't:

,

d

The\T;cfer::iet srodentS lcn6~thai~-

in the first floor men's bathroom of 46
E. 26th St. one of the victims said the..
assailant shoved something against his
kidneys which he claimed to be agun,
Said the victim. ··1 .wasn t taking
. chances. He demanded my wallet. I
asked him if he could give the wallet (proud), we are Puerto
back and just take the money. and be
did." After that the assailant accosted
two other students. He took the watch
off one of the students and then gave
it back. Then he left. The students
spent the night at the police station
giving descriptions and looking at mug
shots. Henry McLaughlin director of life:' She also added, "PRIDE stands
security said that. although
signs posted for more than .
.
SOCial club.
We
.
Just a ,
4

"We are a people, we
are ORG.ULWSO
Ricans!

. .administrator called Baruchians the ~ai&:sw:d;l~:.~~=~a; .. ~~~i~ethat. it's. an 'as~et,' ..not a
counselingwas
~'. "moSt apathetic bunch of zombies:' salid that the po I·Icy was
liability to be a PUerto Rican.
.
too L._-I
lIilllU to
. . avaiiab~.totheiti-free.
. .. .
of cost through the college. Inatront
. Christopher Niles, the vice president enforce. It finally .was.eJlforced three .
page article ~hc newspaper
··You·
for tile SChool of Liberal Arts defended years.ago aftc-a.facultymember was
Glorimer.. Vasquez. an upper
might apply 'for counseling when you .. The .Ci.ty pm"efSity or"New York students by blaming, the administra- raped in a college bathroom . . . An freshman' .and a participant in the
feci:
fell into a financial crises. a product tion. He said in part. "Students are asSistant director of security told The event. said. ·~sa person born in
_I don't know what I want to be.
of the economic problems the city _ ac~fyprogramrned to be apathetic. TickeT that a t13she{ has been making Pueno Rico. I'm more aware of my
- I have no deep friendships.
faced in the mid-1970s. One Ticker They are told.mey can) do anything. the rounds at 360 Park Ave. So, for a. culture and tied to it. Many Puerto Ri_I don't like what ( am majoring in .coIu~ist ~hi'mselfto writing . I say. empbaticallyt"~s a whole lot ~ ~ a half. A couple of dozen cans born in New York learn too much
now, but don't know what -to choose. only about the crisis ~ urged students ofbri~:s~tSdocare and·~ move people claimed to be victims of.the about the American culture. and don't
_I wish I· had someone to date regu- to follow his column for updates as to ~ntams If only they were grven -a flasher's self-exposure. security feh he take the time to reflect. and learn about
larty.
.where-they stood··in-.tenns -of the· fisc chance...
.
.:.•~
:._
r.'was-aneighborbood worker that would their own culture." She also said, "Be
- I feel confused and depressed.
~I· crises. In his first article he said,
expose himself in hallways and prOud
you' areand where
-Ican't study.
"The unfortunate plight of New York .
women's bathrooms. His modus came fronI. We sbouIdaU take the rime
_I freeze on exams.
,City• .beightenedanddramatizedbyt~
·.~i?AcCordingto~istant4irec- to aPpreciate oar Ownculture."-I'd like to move out on my own, but Republican
administration
.In·:"
·-tor of security Melvin·Carpenter it Was
..
.
I'm frightened. .
Washington has .in store dire conseto "look around a comer. expose bim- ~ TIle ~rto Rican Discovery Day
_.I get along well in groups, but don't quences for OUT education. Students
Selfa."1d leave.
ended With a cultural food event. The
do so well in one-to-one relationships. have mobilized to resist the imposition
v~ ·~ical" Pueno 'Rican dishes
-My mind becomes a blank on dates. of tuition and also to combat any addi- .•.
consisted of. pemil (roast pork). riCe
The free counseling continued to' tional budget cuts. The problem. truth~ ~
and.beans. came guiSada(beefstew).
exist and thrive today in the form of fully speaking•. is thatoll1y a minority .
ponoguisadO(~ewed chic~n).ak
. the Offtee of CounselingandPsycho-ofstudentsb~ye.~icipated:i.nthepast
compiled by Ctzitlin Mollison
capurrias (friedyucastuffed with beef)
logical Services. It'sinteresting to note demonstrat~s.- ~ .. . ~dml!,istr3tors··'· ..
-'.' J!"
• and·
con ganduleg--(yeI1ow. ~ .
- that ,although many of tbe,proble~ . attacked the iesultSQf-asurveyindicat-. n~ BaruCh students were robbed
with . green pigeon peas).~..
.
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uterus. Therefore. the parents and doctors decided that it would be best if
the ovaries and uterus was removed,
and artificual testicles were implanted
with the remaining penis and scrotum.
And as a continuation, the following
slide showed an example of a person
who -had-grown-up--and developed-the
body of a man. "What would otherwise
have been the clitoris in this principle
of masculanization where Eve was
turned into Adam. was turned completely into a penis and the hood of
the clitoris became the foreksin of.the
penis. The skin that would have become the labia minora or the outside
lips rapped itself around the proturing
organ which became a penis instead
of a clitoris. and formed the urinary
. tube. The two sides of tissue that would

mid line and
, scrotum."
Money also pointed out that if you
have a group of all male sheep in a
field. raised with no females. they will

eventually become either bisexual or
all gay male sheep that will mount and
penetrate each other. But if these same
male sheep are grouped together with
females. they they win eventually be
ble to copulate with them. This point
illustrates how important. even for
heep the experience of rearing is'.
'Nothing is determined absolutely by
ing foreordained ahead of time in
the
human species with. regards to sexhave been the outside lips or the labia ~
majora of the female. joined down the ual orientation as homosexual or

those who shared personal experiences
heterosexual.'
. with the group. The majority. in my
Money. who is worldly known for group of 25 aspired to obtain an achil
books such as Lovemaps. Handbook ...
countina degree. w I e not too many
of Sexology. and Gay. Straight. lind conside'red"'a career in education.
Ill-Between. and for his research on Ninety 'percent worked part time. and
factors influencing prenatal and post- about 98 percent were among the first
natal development of sexual orienta- in their family to e.nter college.
4H:ffi-=-.-cnded the lecture bY--S-a)ffrinn..~g-fthflalt-t--:nSo-m-e--of the rneetmgs seemed to
"some of the things that determine have had more importance than' others.
what we will be in our erotic orienta- The session on note taking and grading
tion are phyletic. which means that policy attracted a abig m7mbcr'"of st;they are present because we are rnern- dents. while the trip to the library. in
bers of the species. Others are quite order to familiarize them with the use
idiosyncratic and personal because of its facilities. was not too appealing
they belong only to our own develop- to many of them because they felt they
mental. personal biography."
were prepared to use the catalogs and
5..' \'\ hat makes someone • .computers wit. h out t hee imstrucnons
.
f
0
heterosexual or homosexual" .-\1· a librarian.
though there
theories. 011('
As weeks went by. interaction
among the students became more evident. Leaders were not doing all the
talking. and the participation of the
class was- more obvious. Lectures
about the regulations and procedures
at Baruch were minimized. in order to
allow more time for students to talk
about their problems. ideas. and frustrations.
Julia Williams. a freshman. pointed
thine is' for sure and that is that it i...
out
that one of the major concerns for
not "One. but many factors that intluence our erotic orientation. And freshmen is not knowing what courses
whether thev. arc !:!enetil.:. hioloaical , to take the next semester.......and not
or environmental: they arc ali scqucn- knowing how to avoid the nightmarish
tial. which means-that they :J:k'\, ,:',ld: experience of registration. Some students were also disappointed with
other in time.

-

-

However" if the students and the facIt takes _a_.seve'1-Ye~ war with the
ulty can show so much concern by giv- BLAA and a Baruch student's arrest
ing their time, why couldn't Segall because ofthe Benso6burst murder, for
'himself? ~Where is 1ft!. President? I a committee to study-intergroup relarespect his office but why 11iiiSt'you tions. 'I\.rid'What:abo'Ut the dropout rate
always travel to Mount Olympus to see from the freshman class? Why is it that
him? ~y can't he come down if a person comes to this school with
amongst-the people," said Lewin.
the ambition to get a degree, there is
{Continued from Page BI)
Segall has been in office for about a 40 percent chance that if he's black,
twelve years (as long as Mayor Koch). he won't make' if? If society is racist,
In his breadbasket departments of fi- then school ought to be the one place
.
.
As he looked out from the podium,
"Over my 25 years (of service) there liance was threatened and verbally -nance and economics, marketing and where someone will dare to stick with
he said, "I"'m'here to seek support of . is a large unwritten history in my head abused for putting up a sign.
accounting.. where Baruch makes its you. What would it take for even half
the students of Baruch College. You that says up until a few years ago,
She said, "I look at aU these faces, reputation', there is not one full-time of that 40 percent not to give up on
will be. the alumni of' the futul-c. almost 'no black person and no His- .
Thirty to 40 percent of you. however,: panic person at this college was ever
will not achieve that status."
given an 'easy track without goingEighty percent.of the students that through the union," added Barasch.
enter Baruch 3:~ freshmen tend to be
If you add up the departments of
"minority" (black, Latin and Asian). marketing. accounting, finance'. and ' .
However, the turnout of graduates who economics, you will have 103 posiare "minority" is nowhere near that. tions and there's not a single full-time
f-:--~-----Jt1etwl;:eIl--C:otJ!1Ul~UL::atId,
4;ra<~.lt·mg-,--blaek or Hispanic profess
something happens•. and until the bunch.
BLAA came along not much was said
Professor Emanuel Egby, who
or done about it.
taught economics here at Baruch for
Perhaps the m<?st controversial thing two y~ars before his dismissal, spoke
to c0TnF out from this big mess. is the of the need for role models and men-,
Off-White Paper by Stephen Werth- tors for' students. He said, "Suppose
eimer, the vice-president for academic someone had been drumming into my
I development. This memo from hell
head from childhood to college that I
now lives in infamy. and itjust won't wasn't capable of doing it. When I go
go away,
to college and don't .see people like
The memo starts out with a list of me. I tend to believe it." He ended by
colleges that have black alumni clubs saying. "Give everybody a fair chance,
and no problems. These schools in- this is the issue. We're not saying put
elude Dartmouth" Syracuse and the black faculty here and there. We're sayUniversity of Michigan. where the reg- ing give us a fair chance. that's what
ular alumni association decided to hold everybody is looking for. ,.
an alumni party for black alumni. But
When, asked about the lack of
for the City University of New York. "minority" faculty at Baruch, Johnson
Wertheimer writes: "the spectre of said, "Baruch has made a sincere effort _
separate alumni associations along to comply with' affirmative action
Students at the forum paying close attention.
'ethnic lines or 'any other division guidelines. We haven't done everyamong alumni would be at besttrouble- thing and what we've been doing hasn't
.
some, at worst a disaster for any kind generated any results."
so many brown faces. and so many black or Latino professor. Zero for 103 their education'l When's the committee
of effective alumni organization. UltiJohnson himself, only received te- different colors. I would've thought is begging for a negative number. If it going to study that'?
At the forum, the president was the
mately, it could be the most corrosive nure as a professor the week before when I came here there would be no isn't racism. if it isn't segregation •. it's
e~en~ in the search to develop strong the bias forum. Tenure allows profes- problem but everyone-has added to the got to have a word. I think whoops!
n:aan everyone .wanled tD see.. An¥One
"alumni financial support since open ad- . SOTS to stay as long as they choose' to. environment of oppression. I was comes closest.' If he doesn't know the can- sit at a'desk, .but' it takes caring 'to
missions. Goodbye fellows, friends It has been said that many of the few called a dyke. 1 was. called a faggot. answer. would it have killed him to "make a-difference. That's what the Bias
_~an.9.J?a~~I]i~:..~ __.._.. _.
. __ H. _ •.__.__ black and HisRC!nic. Rrofe~sors....!Ll.m...!!.Qh1Lsomeone had called.. me~~rne down ana.sa,y '''1 ~~!!.o i~ea , ~t ~aroch (orums were all about. ~~_
.
Baruch.are afraid thatifthe.y gercaught.. nigger _ theIe., ....would. be ,a .whole . how this.could. happen,"
1Dg~about.all of Barnch., ... . '..
'..
'.\,

FRESHMAN
LEADERSHIP
(Continued from

ThellCker

Page B4)

I

One of the major
concerns fOT freshmen
is not knowing what
courses tntakeinenext:
semester and not
knowing how to avoid
the nightmarish
,experience of
registration.
some professors and found some subjects not challenging enough.
The experience of being a freshman
leader was rewarding and instructive.
Giving 45 minutes a week of one's
time is not too much considering the
altruistic and beneficial purpose of the
program. The importance of being
there when someone needs you or the
comradeship that bounds individuals
with a common goal, which is to
achieve a higher education. .was the
most important factor for achieving
success at the seminars. Not to men- .
tion of course. that the freshmen seminars are a requisite for all freshmen
students at Baruch.
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.EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT 1;;1 ...
STARTS

FRIDAY~

DEC.8TH-

CITYCINEMAS

"~a~~~

WHAT THE COLLEGE MUST DO
1. Fire Stephen Wertheimer. "the vice-president for academic development.
2. End the suit opposing formation of the Black and Latino AluJ!lni Association.
3. Work aggressively to recruit and retain a racially. ethnically and sexually
diverse faculty.
4, Hire and tenure administrators of color for positions of rear responsibility.
5. Institute a real Affirmative Action Office.
6. Totally revamp SEEK and Compensatory Education and give them the
support and leadership they richly deserve.
7. Provide black and Hispanic Studies with the resources to institute student
maJors-..---~-------------8_ Develop library staff and holdings to reflect the cultural diversity of the
college.
-----9'.-E-;if the- arbitrary· insiitui'ion -Of- the "B" probation. and fUlly- -and fairly ~detail the procedures for probation and follow them in all cases.
to. Radically improve the quality of teaching and not just pay lip service to
- the Chancellor's directives to, improve teaching.
11. Remove the cultural bias in course content.
12. Institute Cultural Exchange Programs in Africa. the Caribbean. China
The memo also said that the BCAA
and elsewhere. not just England. France and Germany,
has a "constituency of 7.000 dues . '13. Include students' and women educators on the President's Commission
payers among whom are a significant
on Intergroup Relations and begin open hearings at once.
number of black and Hispanic mem14. Provide student lounges and coffee machines in ~ery building on campus.
bers who have voted their allegiance
15. Bring back Ute entrepreneurship classes that were cut because of the
quite specifically." It ends with pre- budget-as suggested by Sean Mason. the Day Session Student Government - .
emptive gestures. stalling tactics. and
president. at the Second Bias at Baruch Forum.
a fair dose of opinion on what he thinks
.
:
The Black and Hispanic RJculty Caucus
of the BLAA;
But not once in his memo does.
Wertheimer express an interest in finding out what the BLAA stands for. Or
what it is trying' to .get 'the afumni as- saying '~he wrong thing. they-wilt be
sociation to' notice.
.
.discharged. Professor Lewin'sjob was
A decision concerning whether or saved only by a petition-drive bystunot the BLAA will be recognized by dents and faculty. As this semester
Baruch wiJI be given by the courts very winds down; there is a chance that as
soon; however. the controversy doesn't
end with the BLAA.
"I can't tell which picture is worse.
Hardly anyone here.. inctuding some
, of my colleagues in this room·has gone
through reappointment' and tenure proceedings withoUt being turned down.
without having to fight back." said Pr0fessor Fran Barasch. of the English Department.

notasinglefull-time

black or Hispanic
pro]essorin--the - bunch.
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,ery -out-ofthe issue with tlKS superfluous ton-

''''_i,~,_<:.:S:.. _. _.' ;;"'- .

nage.. · Favorites here, include' "Stick. 'Em"
(every high school football team's theme song),
"Human Beat Box" and "Don't You Dog Me."
Still another album that utilized a lot of- music,
which should be no surprise since, it was' pro,
duced by Kurtis Blow.'

'17. MALCOLM McLAREN-D'Ya like
Scratchin ~?
Charisma/Island, 1983.
This would have made the Top 10, but it
only had five songs. All five cuts, though,
were killers and saw much play, under m~ny a
needle in, a Bronx, basement. The World Fa- ...

,:S:'1IlOOS Su~ Teamactttally existed... con":~':~ n trary to popular belief, and it was because of
. ";':tf:"?
Af'~

,,,,·,::It ,,"
:~""

> Mclaren that rap

got its first serious exposure
in England. If you listen closely, a tot of paralleIs can be drawn from this album to another
album that hip hop OJ's loved: Into Battle With
... The Art of Noise. '
16. FEARLESSFOUR-~'Problems of the
World."
Elektra, 1983.
This is the only entry that is not actually an
album. An exception was made here because
of the significance of the song's message and
its futuristic flip side. "Problems . . . " was

..

-13.(}RANDMASTER FLASH AND THE
FURIOUSFIVE-The Message.
Sugar Hill, 1982.
This LP was the first successful album in
Sugar Hill's short but storied history. It is interesting to note that, as with most of the early
rap albums, instrumentation was not programmed, but rather played. This album featured
an 8-piece band.with Keith Le Blanc CONo Sell
Out.t'Tommy Boy) ondrums. All the highlights
are classics: "It's A Shame," "Scorpio" and
"The Message." Alth
h "The Message," one
of rap's greatest was issued in-1982, it really
didn't receivemajor air pIa until two or three
years.Iater-s-aence.
mmon mistake. that
the Fearless Four's "Problems . .." was tap's
first significant social statement. ','

This issue of TOUR OF THE TWELVE
INCH has a very special meaning for me. First.
we close out the decade by celebrating the tenth
anniversary of rap music's first major hit. the
Sugar Hill Gang's "Rapper's Delight." Since
then. rap has grown with more potency than a
Drexel Burnham bond issue' the revenues it
arguably. the
produced in the eighties
biggest reason for music"'~m to economic
solvency. Rap has become the sound of the
eighties, by decade's end being offered in even
compact disc configurations. It is the sound I
have grown up with, the sound I eat with. the
sound I go to sleep with.

¥

, Additionally, while rap music will go forth
and spread beauty and light in the nineties,
TOUR OFTHE TWELVE INCH will not. This
is the final go-round for me as TOUR guide.
for graduation (barring bureaucratic dilemmas
at the registrar's office) and, hopefully, a wellpaying job strip me of my compass, and
my writer'seligibility. Lo, verily and thus, I
would like to send extra special shouts out to
Martin Starkey, for getting me into this mess
in the first place, the staff of The Ticker and
those I isted below who have made the effort
to make TOUR OF THE TWELVE INCH the
best it could be. Most of all, I appreciate the
opportunity to talk shop and share a musical
memory (or two) with all the readers.

8. KOOL MOE DEE-Knowledge Is King.
Jive/RCA, 1989.
In 1989, at least, Kool Moe Dee reigned
supreme in the "I'm the baddest rapper.... sector
of rap. Knowledge . . . is the winner in the
1989 LL Cool J vs. Kool Moe Dee battle, 1's
claim that he can fellate himself notwithstanding. If there 'is any doubt aboutKMD's talent,
simply listen to "I Got Work." Conceptually,
. this Moe Dee effort is superior to his first because of the musical support provided him by
producers LaVaba and Teddy RileY. It is really
hard to refute Kool Moe Dee's claims that,
. vocally at least.. he is the baddest,

.

~,~It~s:~st a sharneW~i$~~4s

"Walk This Way,'" excluding a slew <ifoiher'
-,- -~ strongmateri.aLJ.fiJ:st.he.au.Lo~oi.J.b.ese .other__ ,~___
songs, "PeterPiper,". -Wb;i1e. -on-my',~ io~,
Philadelphia for the Penn Relays. The looks
my friend and I received while rolling into
tOWn-4he car's system relentlessly thumping
Bob James' "Mardi Gras"-were those of incredulity and acceptance. This album hadquite
a few more slammers, including "My Adidas,'
"-Is It Live," "Hit It Run" and "Son of Byford.'
The question attached to this album is why was
"-~ud To Be Black" never released?

rea11y.-4 re-volutionary recordbeeause..._a.t_ die

15. DE LA SOUL-Th~e Feet High And Rising.
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23.- KURTIS BLOW-Kurtis Blow.
Once the sole domain of twelve-inch singles,
Mercury; 1980.
rap music ends the decade by maturing into a
.This album, written and co-produced by one
genre which gave birth to a number of spectacu- .
of rap's godfathers, qualifies as one of the declar albums. It is with this coming of age that
ade's best for two reasons: "Rappin' Blow (Part
TOUR OF THE TWELVE INCH presents its
2)" and "The Breaks," both of which are epic
choices for rap music's best albums, and also
gives special recognition to a Label of the Dec- - recordings. Kurtis Blow was recording uptempo, dance-influenced rap way before things
ade, a Man and Woman of the Decade, an
-ru House You," "Let It Roll" and "Bring
like
Executive of the Decade, a Group of the Decade, and a Special Shout Award. So, without The Noise" were even conceived. Homage
should be paid to one of rap's founding fathers
further ado . . .
and his album.

22., wHODINI-Back In Blodc.
Jive!Arista, 1986.
This is the third of Whodini's albums, two
of which are listed here. Memories of this
album include "I'm A Ho," "One Love," and
the epic "Funky Beat." Also a memory was
DJ Red Alert's often masterful slicing and dicing of "Funky Beat." Whodini never was a
great vocal group.. but their music and beats
were often second to none. This is also 'one of '
the frrst groups in rap to make significant ~ves
overseas.

Tommy Boy, 1989.
1989 was the yearofDa Inner Sound (Y'All).
De La Soul established a brand new niche for
themselves, a niche so unique that it really
defies description. The D.A.I.S. Y. age soon
became the biggest cult fad since Mcl.aren's
World Famous Supreme Team. The album was
revolutionary in its use of obscure samples.
Unfortunately, the dependency on these samples hac; oftenlead to a less than exciting live
show. The big question here is whether De La
Soul can successfully use the same formula
twice in. a row.
14. SALT'N~PEPA-Hot, CoolandVlCious.
NEXT-Plateau, 1986.
Rap's first successful female-influenced
album was assisted by the board wizardry of
Herbie Luv Bug. Hot. Cool and Vicious was
. very unique because of its dichotoRly between
female beauty and male braggadoccio.
, "Tramp" and "My Mike Sounds Nice" were

.
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10. WHODINI-Escape.
Jive/Arista, 1984:
_
This is, irrefutably, Whodini"sfinest hour.
The funk in this album is so thick' that George
Clinton could have worked with it. Of the
album's ei,ght tracks, five (i~Five Ml.·n,utes·of.
Funk, n ~'Freaks Come Out At Night," &'Big
Mouth;.. "Escape.... and ··Friends....) qualify as
decade.classics, Even .~rh~s, ~~ Who- _',
dini's strong suit,. were ,crucially dope-:-The
group has yet to, .aDd probably never-will .. top
.'
this effort. ,

,

7. ERIC B. & RAKIM......:.Jbid In FuU.
4th & Broadway, 1987.
"Eric B. make 'em clap to this!" had to be
198Ts most readily-heard lyric. This is another
album with a high "killer-cut" ratio: of the
album's 10 tracks, seven are certified slam-.
mers. In fact, the only tracks that don't kick
are those in which Eric B: is left to his own
devices. This brings up a very interesting question: is Rakim carrying Eric B.? The answer
is debatable, but we are always left wondering
what Rakim could do if he had a beatmeister
like Hank Shocldee ·behind him. ~im's
microphone mastery introduced new cadence
techniques never heaR:l before, ashe consistently rapped against the rhythm. yet always
cnded up on the downbeat at the end of a stanza.

."

2. BOOGIE DOWN PRODUCTIONSGhetto Music: The Blueprint of Hip Hop.
JiveIRCA.. 1989.
That an album could make this list in only

6. JUNGLE BROTHERS--Struight Out The

'

'Is

uader- _"

hard, dri¥iDg' beavymetal guitar (in this, Case~

DefJam~ 1985~'

•

._-.-~----' -~_-.-._

Profile, 1985.
, The only group to have three entries in the
Top 25, Run-OMC put an album together here
that was flawless. The group ignored the sopho, more jinx, following their eponymous debut
with an album stronger than a Charles Barkley
dunk. The rock and rap theme. was expanded
c:: with "King of' Rock" and "Can You Rock It
Like This." and the group introduced a segue,
of rap and reggae in "Roots, Rap, Reggae"
(featuringYeHowman). Mixes were executed
by an all-star cast including The Latin Rascals,
OJ Red Alert and Chuck Chill-out.

Jelle.::N
_J1,1.1. 1
k 1988
cYTar oc.
' .
If this sounds a lot like Da Inner Sound
(Y'AJI).don't"t)esurprised.TbeJung1eBrotbers :
were tbeD.A.l.S.,Y..age before ~ ~I.ac.tded '
their De La. It's funny how,the single that gets
, the most' press .. -ru House You .." is '~frOm' .
their best. Favorites iilclude "Black Black.....
.··Jimbrowski.... ~'BehiiKi' The~: .Bush" ' met
9. RuN-DMe-Rrin,;.DMC..
"Sounds. Of The.Safari," Despite the
Profile9'·1~. . .
'groOOd'sUecess oftbis album.. the'BrOdiers-faee--,';
"Otis eponyrn<>t.JS album ~n~~"the rap
the same dilemma as De La Soul; how to.get ,
cominunity to the_,qynamic duo ,from,.Hollis,
people to "listen. to the same concepttwice. ~~ 8nd ~1I~t a debut itwas.! This remains There"soolyso Iong{)neean taikaboutJimmy.
one~of.11Ip'sp:atestdebut aIl1ams. tOpped only
by ~fJeshtDan·effort of..·LL Cool J. This _5. LL COOL J---Rddio.

·a1b1imsp&Wfted;. .groUp~sfjRest.gIe,·"R~~
, aox/~Whidi~"Was the "firSt r8p n=cOal to :mix

..
....-

•
Ruthless, 1989.
This is the only album in rap's history to
have brought a response from the F.B.I. The
Bureau contends that "---- Tha Police" was too
violent for distribution and encouraged assaults
on law enforcement figures. (The song really
didn't, but that's beside the point.) This is also
the only album in the TOUR Top 25 that has
a lyric warning label. NWA makes Public ,.
;, .. Enemy look :like "the, Monnon, Tabernacle
J,' Choir, but if you were born and-raised in West'
Hell. you might be a trifle militant, too. Oh,
and by the way, the album, even without the'

, e.

Jungle.

its sixth month since its release surprises even
me. -This album.. ~DP's third, is one of only
two albums reviewed here to receive five T's
for a rating. Flawless from top to bottom,
Ghetto Music . . . is a purist's dream. I wonder,
though, why hasn't "Why Is That?" been released?

..... ,

3. RUN-DMC-King Of Rock.

11. PUBLIC ENEMY-Yo! Bum Rush The
Show.
/

Def Jam, 1987.
_
- Yo! . . . was the starter's pistol that ushered
in a newfound militancy among rappers and
their fans, This album.. as is suggested' by its
title, was strong', angry, sometimes offensive
and loud-always lotid. Of special interest here
were "Miuzi Weighs A Ton," "Sophisticated
Bitch" (featuring an impeccable Vernon .Reidguitar-solo) and "Rightstarter (Message To A .
Black Man)." Due to all the noise created by
this auspicious debut, PE soon became rap's
most militant and controversial group, but
perhaps the album's most important asset was
its introduction of rap's new horne, Long Island. _

4. NWA-Straight Outta Compton.

,_: _,. -lync~·~I~Srm~(I~.·-:~·-~~·~"·~-"--_·

u

time, .all the other rappers were still all about
holding jocks and "yes y'allin'." This, on the
other hand, addressed some very significant
social problems. One for the ages.

than this.' All of his originals, released', when
Def Jam had the burgundy-album sleeve's, were
included, and almost all of the new material
became classics. This was also Cool J's most
balanced album; Walking With A' Panther
reaches the brilliance seen' here, but only in
spots. True, Kool Moe Dee's 1989 album is
better, but Cool J was doing it before KMD
was in solo mode. Another of J's credits include
the development of the rap ballad, and there
is no one who does- it better. And yes, ladies
do love CQOI J.

was

,men~ . all.casu8J~~·cim:1Jlirik:o{is

D*j~':'~

25. EPMI?-Unjinished Business.
, Sleeping Bag, 1989.
Why does this group excite me so? AU the
preliminary indications seemed to predict fail. ure for this duo: their beats and ,rhythms are
only a bit above average, many cuts are re-.
corded on the edge of massive distortion and
both Erick and Parrish sound like they've got
marbles in their mouths. But here, it is the
<ackage, not the individual parts. Unfinished
, ",'less gets the nod over their debut not only
:usc it is dope, but also because I didn't
l::;i;K the' group would even make a second.
album, much less make a slammer.

provided by EJai 'Iubo) with the sparse, measured 'rhythms of hip .hop. It
sort of a
"violence meets violence" effort that changed
the face of rap music, forever.

neu.

12. RUN.-PitdC-Raising
Profile, 1986~' '-~- , ' . , ,,'

-

,

,

both 1986,staples, while "I'll Take Your-Man"
would appear on a TOUR singles list if-there'
was one..

,"

better,

J....1bdd SmitIl~
knoWn . as
L(~) :L(.ove) Cool J.. has never been better

,

...
.:......

ALBUM OF TIlE· DECADE
1. PUBLIC,ENEMY-ltTakD A Nation Of
. Millions To Hold Us Back.
Def Jam, 1988.
Revolutionary. is-the only word to aptly describe this work of art. Not for the fainthearted,
My father.. who is now 50 years of age. liked
it.. which should tell you a lot. Fear OfA Black '
Planer" is going to have to be one hell of an
to approach the sheer genius. displayed
here....'
-

album

(More photos plus "Tour" awards on
" Page'BJ4)
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..- 'THE RE]'URN OF TH.~ .7-UfS. (Next.tO,.SERPICO; this was the greatest cop movie of •
. : the' '~1OS,butSERPICO.didn't have that gMt carchase scene in it.)
.
'-WHEN HARRY MET SAUJ' 2. (What's going to happen to these two now that they're
. together forever and tougher than leather?)
-BACK TO THE FUTURE, part 2. (It's here!)
-BACK TO tHE FUTURE, part 3. (It's coming this summer, ifyou can stand it.)
-.FERRIS BUEUER'S NEXT DAY OFF. (OOOHHHH YEAHHH!!!)
. -.THEB1G CHIU Ir(Why not?)
-GREMUNSlI. (Also coming this summer.)
-ROCKYV. (Let's end the ROCKY saga once and for all.)
-dJEETLEJUICE 2. (It will give Michael Keaton a chance to play someone other than,",,BATMAN again.)
. '·:.-:·~OGER RABBU.2. (Don' worry, it'll be here.)
. . '-ROGER RABBIT 3. [. -.. And 4 ... And 5 ... And 6. You get the idea.)

\
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AS WE ENTER THE 90s, PLEASE,
NO· MORE
.
.
/

-KARATE KIDS.
-GHOSTBUstER. movies.
-DIE HARD movies. (Let's not ruin a good thing.)
-Jaso~ .Freddy, Michael Meyers, or SHOCKER in anything.
...:....cROCODILE DUNDEE. (Let's .throw his ·next movie on the barbie.)
-.Patrick Swayze bar brawl movies (like ROADHOUSE).
-MOVIES DIRECTED BY WILLIAM SHATNER. (He actually had them singing "Row,
Row, .Row Your BOat" in STAR TREK. Y.:)
-PATRICK SWAYZE dance movies. tThey are half step "in.)
-DON JOHNSON Movies. (They are "deadbangs.")
-POSSESSED DOLL OR PUPPETMOVIES (You've got to be a dummy to go for those).
-COP'AND HIS DOLL MOVIES. (These movies, basically, roll over and play dead.)
-'"Cutesie'" CAT AND QOa MOV.IES NARRATED BY DUDLEY MOORE (i.e., MIW
AND OTIS.). -JAWS·MOYIES. (This time that'spersonal.)
-BEVERLY H1LLS COPS.
-NIGHTS IN HARLEM.
~ -KILLER TOMATO MOVIES .
.< ~. -UNDERSEA ALIEN HORROR MOVIES. (They're sinking fast.)
n-HULK
HOGAN vs. ZEUS MOVIES.
ft
. .
!
a-HULK HOGAN MOVIES, PERIOD!
. ~ -YOUNG EINSTEINS., (That Yahoo should get serious!)
~ -PRINCE MOVIES. (It's just a Sign-O-The-TImes.)
~ACKTOTHEFUTUREMOVIES. (Three sequels and it'stime to come back to reality.) .. :e
-TEENAGE SEX MOVIES. (Now there's a movie genre that .got limp quick.) .
.•
-FATHER AND SONMIND·swrrCH MOVIES. (They're tnrly forgetful.) .

-,
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This is it! The 80s are over and the 90s are here! But wait, there's still a lot going on here!
This is it.'The 805 are over and the 90s are here.' But wait. there's still a lot going on here.'
The 80s may be winding down calendar wise. but in Hollywood the 1989 holiday movie
season is just about to reach its apex. The holiday movie season unofficially kicked off on
November 17th with the release of STEEL MAGNOLIAS. PRANCER. and Eddie Murphy's
HARLEM NIGHTS. The official send-off began on November 22nd with the premiere of-the
long anticipated sequel of BACK TO THE FUTURE. It is now December 5th and since BACK
TO THE FUTURE"s arrival. National Lampoon's CHRISTMAS VACATION has premiered and
the much talked-about Danny DeVito-direcred comedy WAR OF THE ROSES (starring
DeVito. Michael Douglas. and Kathleen Turner) begins its theatrical run on Friday. Those
movies. along should be enough to keep moviegoers entertained, but like the summer movie
season. Hollywood seems to have a plethora of movies ready for release this December. If
the summer box office totals ($2.05 billion) were any indication as to how this year's holiday
box offic.e will go, the movie industry will belooking at a total box office of over $5 billion
for the entire year. Below is a look at some of the movies due out this holiday season and
some other odds and ends from the 80s as we prepare ourselves for"FHE BIG WIND DOWN
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BORN ON THE FOURTH OF JULY
(Universal)
Writer/director Oliver Stone says that this
film is the second installment in his Vietnam
trilogy (the third part is still a secret to everyone
but him). In this tale, Stone brings the true
story of paraplegic veteran Ron Kovic to the
screen. Giving a performance that is rumored
to be Oscar material, Tom Cruise plays the
decorated soldier who becomes an anti-war activist. Willem Dafoe also stars.
ALWAYS
(Universal)
.
Stephen Spielberg tries his luck again at a
best director Oscar with a romantic tale that is
based loosely on the 1943 fantasy A (JUY
N4MED JOE. This film is set against the background of the men and women who fly planes
fighting fires in national parks. Richard
Dreyfuss, Holly Hunter and former rodeo star
Brad Johnson star as three such pilots who
are involved in an unusual love-triangle,
primarily because Dre~s is a ghost. Spielberg's Oscar chances? we11, he won't be holding his breath.

..1
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Danny DeVito~ Kathleen TUrner, and Michael Douglas"open this Friday iii ''War of the .
. Roses"!'
' .
.

BLAZE
(Disney/Touchstone)
From the writer anddirector .who .brought .
us BUU DURHAM" Ron Shelton takes his
second chance at bat in a movie that stars Paul
Newman as Louisiana governor Earl K. Long.
The story revolves around Long's heated affair
with stripper Blaze Starr. This true story made
headlines 30 years ago.

, !

I
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National Lampoon's
CHRISTMAS VACATION
(Warner Bros.)
It's Christmas time and the .Griswold family
is looking forward toa wann family Christmas
at home. Well, things really get wann when
their Christmas tree burns down and the family
cat explodes. What else could happen? How
about Randy Quaid joining Chevy Chase and
Beverly D'Angelo for a lot of dumb jokes and
hijinxs. Why does this film remind me of the
POLICE ACADEMY movies?

.

'Silvertnan--pfaYS1r Ho.1ocaust sarvivor in -t948-Brooklyn who finds himself married to three
women: Anjelica Huston, the wife he left for
dead in Poland; Margaret Stein, with whom
he escaped from a concentration camp; and
seductress Lena Olin· (THE UNBEARABLE
LIGHTNESS Of BEING), who he meets in
America.
FAMILY BUSINESS
(Tri-Star)

Sean Connery, Dustin Hoffman and
Matthew Broderick star as three generations
of crooks living together in Manhattan's Hell's
Kitchen.

GWRY
(Tri-Star)

This film, from thirtysomething co-creator
Ed Zwick, deals with the role that black sol.diers. played in the Civil War. Denzel
Washington and Morgan Freeman could receive best supporting Oscar nominations for
their powerful portrayals of two black soldiers
under their white commanding officer
(Matthew Broderick).

SHE-DEVIL
(Orion)
TV's slob-mom Rosanne Barr stars with
Meryl Streep in this vengeful-spouse comedy
directed by Susan Seidelman. Barr plays Ruth
Patchett, a doting wife who gets unceremoniously dumped by her husband (Ed Begley Jr.)
for a glamourous romance writer (Streep). This
'will be Meryl Streep s first attempt at doing
comedy.

ENEMIE$, A WVE STORY
(20th Century Fox)
In this Paul Mazursky dream project, Ron

."c:::
=
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STANLEY AND IRIS
(MGM/UA)
Could this be the WHEN IfARRY MET SALlY
'. .. of the holiday season? This film is a blue
collar romance in which a..recently widowed
bakery worker (Jane Fonda) teaches a sweet,
but iIIerate colleague (Robert DeNiro) how
to read. Do DeNiro love stories work?

STELLA

(Disney/Touchstone)
The most misunderst~ mom in movies re- turns for round three. Following the original
.~ 1925 silent film starring Ronald Coleman, and
2' the 1937 classic starring Barbara Stanwyck
(which were both called STEUA DALLAS),
; Bette Midler tries her luck as the liveliest,

i

i
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most intriguing; funniest ~1d"Sexiest womanintown, Midler is' a mother who' sacrifices
everything, including motherhoodv so her
daughter can live the good life. Stephen Collins, John GOOdman and Marsha Mason costar. It- will be interesting to see if Midler is
once again overlooked at the Oscars (she deserved a nomination, at least, for BEACHES).
TANGO AND CASH
(Warner Bros.)
Originally titled SET UP, TANGO AND
CASH is a buddy movie that Warner Bros.
hopes will be its holiday lethal weapon at the
box office.' This film stars Sylvester Stallone
and Kurt Russell as two rival cops with really
big, macho-type egos who join forces to get
revenge in the Mafia for setting them up.

THE TWO JAKES
(Paramount Pictures)
Finally, at long last, the sequel. to
CHINATOWN is here! CHINATOWN was about
land and water; THE 1W0 JAKES is about oil
... the oil under the land. About 15 years
overdue, the sequel was written by' Robert
Towne, the original CHINATOWN author, who
also directed some of it before turning it over
to Jack Nicholson, who retum~as the star.
This year could cop Nicholson two Oscars,
one for best supporting actor (BATMAN) and
the other for best actor (THE TWO JAKES),
with pootential for a third as best director for
THE 1WO JAKES. If that happens, how hot
will Nicholson be then? Meg Tilly and Harvey
Keitel (Jake #2) co-star.
WAR OF THE ROSES
(20th Century Fox)
Oliver and Barbara Rose have everything:
house, car, kids, dog,' cat, and fish. They arc
a wealthy couple who are blissfully happy until
they decide to get a divorce, For 25 minutes, .
the audience is treated to a delightful comedy,
but once that 26th minute hits, the movie turns
into a radically funny black comedy that drops
the Roses into a living hell ~ each one tries
to kill the other. It's like MARRIED WITH
CHILDREN, only a lot more violent. Michael
Douglas, Kathleen Thmer, and Danny DeVito return in a movie that IS NOT the third
installment of the ROMANCING THE srONE
series, but an entirely new farce directed by
DeVito.
.
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WE'RE NO 'ANGELS
disguise themselves as priests in a small Amer~
(Paramount Pictures)
iean town in 1935. Question: how is anyone
-·i1le·l9."~5 T;lurjlp~~~I!Oi~~!~rps.tr~()v" ~~g9irlito st9rmich:o 'm(jreor1e$~s&;lieve.~NIr.<>..
comedyhas been remade with Robert DeNiro
and Penn as priests? Oh yeah, Demi Moore is
in this one too, and we know how good she is.
and Sean. Penn as two escaped con~ic.ts who
Now that all the movies for the 80s have been taken care of. here is a list of observations
that I have made over the last ten years. It's caned "Movies we'd like to see, but probably
won't," "Movies we need to see just one more time:' and "As we approach the 90s ...
Please, NO MORE-"
-

MOVIES WE'D LIKE TO SEE, BUT PROBABLY WON'T

-

+---::::;-~---=--.:;o;;;--=er::---::::==:::3.iIf'- "._..

* TELEVISION *
RECORDS * BOOKs *
UBS * RESTAURANTS. *

MOVIES

AND OTHER REVIEWS

-WE'D LIKE TO SEE A MOVIE WHERE SPIKE LEE GETS A GREAT BIG BUDGET.
(like the ones Steven Spielberg, Robert Zemeckis, and Richard Donner get).
-A GOOD BILL COSBY MOVIE. (And we don't mean LEONARD. pt. 7).
-CRIME STORY. TH~ MOVIE. (This would betough: Michael Torello vs. Ray Luca in
35mm Surround sound .. . Whew!)
-CLINT EASTWOOD (Dirty Harry) vs. CHARLES BRONSON (Death Wish). The silent
movIe.

lHE
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-MORE MlCHAEL BIEHN MOVIES (i.e.. THE ABYSS. THE TERMINATOR~ 7th SIGN.
.
ALIENS). Like Giant quarterback Plul Simms. this guy is underrated. . '
-ANY MOVIE IN WHICH lOU GOSSETI, JR. and DENZEL WASHINGTON GET
GOOD MOVIE ROLES WORTHY OF THEIR FIN£ ACTING TALENTS. r~uff said.)
-NIGHTHAWKS 2. (Next to the first. ROCKY movie, Stallone's bes.t film and Rutger Hauer's
best.)
-SUPERMAN (Christopher Reeve) and BATMAN (Michael Keaton) team-up. (Imagine
the box-office?)
-sTAR WARS I, II. III, VII. Yllt, and IX. (Let's get Darth Vader's origin out in the open,
'.
. .
".
..
already.)
-THE TERMINATOR vs. RAMBO·(translator included, sub-titled in some theatres).
-ANOTHER KEVIN COSTNER BASEBALL MOVIE. (BUa DURHAM and FlEW
OF DREAMS were great.)
.
.
-BLUES BRarHERS /I. (If BeluShi 'were still alive, 'they'd 'beworking on BLUES
BROTHERS 6 and it would still be going strong and as funny as ever.)
-A BATMAN MOVIE wHERE BATMAN IS ACIUALLY THE MAIN CHARACfER (or
don't believe the hype next time).
' .
-A MOVIE THAT GETS STEVEN SPIELBERG A BEST DIRECTOR-OSCAR. (Now that
would be a truly AMAZlNGsrO~) . .
._.
-A' MOVIE PRODUCED· BY STEVEN SPIELBERG AND DIRECTED BY WOODY
. ALLEN. (What type of nightmare would this be?) .
<

Eponine, with luxuries. Valjean gives them
money for their troubles, and takes Cosette
away.
. .
.
Ten years later. Yaljean and Cosette are living
in Paris, where there' is tremendous social un.rest . A wup of s~de~ts on of w~hich}s in l~ ..:
with Cosette. plan a...te.v.olution. .... .._
..
We once again meet the innkeeper, his wife
and Eponine, who are now destitute and living
on the' street. Eponine has fallen in love with
Marius; the student who loves Cosette. Her
love for him possesses her to... help him find
Cosene. It :-''\1arius Eponine sings of in the
show-stoppii "On My Own," one of the best
numbers. in t..", ·3how.
The play is a wonderful adaptation of the
novel by Vi~or Hugo. The score is perfectly
suited to convey the truedrama of this story,
Three cheers to CIaU4e-Micbel
Schonberg
for
_..--..•
..
',

_~--

_---~_.

~

-E.T. II..

-WSfBOYS II.
-LETHAL WEAPON 3. (This story isn't quite over yet.)
-AUENS III. (Neither is this one. Those aliens have had to come from somewhere.) -CONAN. THE NING. (More Arnie doing wild things!)
-.THE TERMJNATOR 2. (More Arnie doing mean things!)
.-ISHTAR 2~ (Just kidding.) .
-ROBOCOPH. (O'ueout this summer!) .
-_.....:..._---..;..--------~------~---

Les Miserabies-The Broadway Theatre,
Broadway at West S2rd Street. Adapted for
stage by Alain Boublil 'and Claude-Michel
Schonberg; . based .00' the novel by Vietor
Hugo. Produced by Cameron Mackintosh.
Running Time: 3V.. hours, including a 15
minute inteFlQission.
. ."11

:.8.

There are no specialeffects, no fancy sets
or brilliant costumes. Les Miserables relies on .
·2
content. talent andimagination, and has proven
to be' a success!
~ .
By dramatic use of lighting and atwo-piece,
:-. .~
breakaway banicade•. the scene is set for late
.-e
._a
19th century France.' A rotating stage'and several other props help to c~ different scenes
. '-=
and different places. No. George LUcas was
not needed for this one..
Les Miserables is the ~ory of Jean VaiJean~ .
a released- convict who changes IUs Ways.due
to a trusting gesture from a bishop'. Many years
later. we again meetValjean. Undetanassumed
the music. and HUfJ.a1 Kretzmer for the
name, ·he· has'beCome mayor and factory-owner.. Iyrics.~ The 'musical- ·SOOIe.·:aIone· -is-reason..
As MonsieUr~adeleine,he meets Fantina,a . enough to see this. show. The soundtrack is also
available on CD in··~ thea~ lobby.
poor young woman who loses everything' to
support ber :illegitimetedaugbter, who- lives .
.Nc>t enough·::9I:n.be said~t ~~or
with an ·innkeeper.
mances, SQI will sum it up in one worlt,arttaz-:At her deathbed, Valjean promises Fantina
ing. The projection. stage
and· emotion these actorsconsey is b1Ilysecond to none.
that he will take care of her. daughter as long
as tie lives. He keeps thispromise, despite
Les Miserabl~sis one show.YOU do not want
attempts by Javert.the"prison guard who has
to miss. It'sthree-year.·nto at the ~roadway
discovered his true identity, to put him back'in . ·1.. '~ has consisted Qf one sold'out}how
jail for ~aking: h~ parole.
.
.
after8nother~ and';ifstems~to.be.sdtted.in for
.. Valjean . fjnds.C~tteliving as;a'vil1uaI.Cin- . avery long' mn..SO~bOok now--it·swofth the"
rwait!· .'
.
.derella.·eQS]aved to ~deranged.jDnkeeperand
his~y-~fe~:·WhOlaVishtbeiro~daugbter.:_
.: ~"~>" ... ~~·liSIICet'fflllk .
---~----~~
•
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MOVIES WE NEED TO SEE JUST ONE MORE TIME .
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James is the man!

AWARDS
~.

.....

'

,

LABEL OFTHE DECADE:'Def Jam Record-'
ings.
MAN OF THE DECADE: 'James Brown.
WOMAN OF THE DECADE: Sylvia Robinson, President, Sugar Hill Records.
EXECUTIVE OF THE DECADE: Russell
"Rush" Simmons, President. Def Jam Recordings.

SPECIAL .SHOUT AWARD: To Nelson.".
George and all those involved in the Stop The
Violence movement. which resulted in the,
singlerSelf Destruction.'·, '
,
ARTIsT OF THE DECADE: Run-DMC.

.~,
~
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Murphy, Pryor and Foxx: Three Generations of comedy that didn't hit the laugh track.
)

,/.

o

E-

o.

o_.

,--S'
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»-.,

The ever "dangerous" LL 'Cool J

....:sn

.,.~;,~,
~

~

..:

---~

_-----_..._--_

..

':';:~~~

...

, li;~'~'Stage: (F~OlJl'Left) fI.:jaijI (WhoaiJiij~'iiun'Master'Jay'tRUji'-DMCj and KUrQs- "
Blow at MGS's Krush Groove Christmas party

RoxanneShante: No relation to the ,real
thing! '

What they do:

Who they are:

TH£'-SKl1'£O~

Fe it Cou~e Offe,ring's:'

This seminar defYiS into the scientific and social impoct of AIDS on all'continents
and the responses of governments and communities to this 20th century plague.
TfTh 9:40-10:50, Chambre (Soc. Anth.) .end Holland (Nat. Sci.).
, Woman as SubiectlWoman as Obiect: The Female Nude in Western "
'

'

.,

'

. .',

'

'

'

A radical exploration of the portrayal of the female nude in western art. MIW
11 :20-12:35, Gibbons (Art) and Winslow (Hist.).

Explorations in Cultural Studies: Race, Class, and Gender.
A study of some important works of world literature, the arts and social thought

in terms of issues of race, class and gender. 11Th, 11 :20-12:35, Hayes (Eng.)
and Chase (Hist.).
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Other Spring Interdisciplinary Courses:
Up From Poverty: The Needy and the Benevolent in 19th Century
America and England.
'
Endowed by the Carnegie Fund, this course covers the attempts'of Britain and
America to alleviate poveriy through voluntarism, charity and philanthropy.
Tues. 1:00-3:30, Berkin (Hist.) and Malone (Eng.).
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The Many Fac~ of the AIDS Epicktmic.
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Team taught courses combining the expertise of
professors from diverse disciplines. Feit Seminars
are a new approach to traditional lecture courses.
Students .and faculty dissect, explore and discuss
topics from exciting course offerings.
Feit courses are necessary for a minor with honors
in the humanities and fulfill advanced humanities
requirements as. well. Feit scholars have the added
benefit of access to the Feit libarary and study room.
Feit scholars have passed English 2150, have at
least junior standing with a 3:0 gpa and have met
with the program director, Myrna Chase. Professor
Chase can bereoched at .725-4410~

What's going on: Spring 1990

_.· ••

.' .. ,AND SOTHE-··
'
TOUR IS OVER ...
FOR'NOW'

THE

HAVE YOU GOT A ONE TRACK MIND?
For the true college experience
widen your -horizons with
FElT INTERDISCIPLINARY SEMINARS
What they are:

......

,

HARLEM NIGHTS and THE GOLDEN CHILD are definitely the worst of Eddie's movies.
While BEVERI% HILLS COP JJ and COMING TO AMERICA showed signs of Eddie Murphy
movie .script decay, HARLEM NiGHTS is more than just a sign. It should be a warning to
Muq)i1y'-that ;he cannot rely on his starpower to gethim over forever. 'If'he is not careful.
Murphy could end up like Burt Reynolds. Reynolds soared to the top of the. box office hill
in the 70's via a series of dumb movies that destroyed his credibility as a bankable actor.
Audiences got tired of the hype and dropped Reynolds into obscurity. I'm not saying .that
this fate awaits Eddie Murphy; after all. he still has time to save himself. He is still one of
Hollywood's biggest-box offiee draws and is much- ~talented tRan Mr. ~okls on the
screen. but if Eddie wants .to continue this success he's 'got to learn to rely on someone other
than himself to write and direct his films.

, heavyweight champ during this period was Joe Louis. who was far from illiterate. stuttering
or vapid. Do your homework, Eddie.
.
The Mua:phyholocaustlXcomes complete" though.. via his scathing depicuon ot AtricanAmerican females. Murphy's long-standing animosity towards black females is legendary:
. his "Umfufu" skit in RAW was profane at best, and while his handling of the subject in
COMING TO AMERICA was be~er, all it really, said was that Eddie wanted somebody to
love him for him. (Doesn't it get tiresome wearing your heart on your sleeve, Eddie") After
NIGHTS, Murphy will never have to worry about being asked to defame an Essence cover.
AU thefemale 'protagonists are prostitutes, more commonly known as "ho's." Vera, played
by veteran actre~s Della Reese is the queen "ho," retired and now responsible for keeping
the other. "ho's" in line. That Murphy -would actually write a part like this, then defame an
actress like Reese by putting her in it is ridiculous. (Even more ridiculous is Reese's agreeirig
to olav it.) The. movie's bi~~e:st embarrassment comes when Reese and Murphy decide.to
box each other In an alley behind the club. If this manifestation of macho does not illustrate
what an asinine punk Murphy is, I don't know what does. How could any conscious AfricanAmerican male write a script in which he boxes one of his sisters, then shoots her? Haven't
we had enough of such tripe in movies like THE COLOR PURPLE?
The other two female protagonists, Dominique LaRue (Jasmine Guy) and Sunshine (Lela
Rochon), are even more conducive to making one vomit. both are "ho's" kepi by married
Italian men, seemingly giving credence to Mick Jagger's contention that "Black girls just
wanna get f----- all night." Their only purpose is to f--- their men, then slide off into another
man's bed, in Guy's case into Murphy's. Murphy, again living out an apparent fantasy. screws
Guy then shoots her in the head when he find out she was on assignment. So, now, let's get
a tally: three sisters portrayed, all three of them "ho's." two of them shot by Murphy, one
(Reese) asa foul-mouthed Foxx and Murphy, another (Rochon) doubles -as a heroin runner.
Did I mention the paucity of dark-skinned females (or do we call them "free-rnales'Y' There
was only one female character approaching dark-skinned (the girlfriend of Pryor, ,played by
Belinda Tolbert. and she -had enough make-up onto do an ad for Porcelana fade cream.
And I'm a light-skinned African-American male noticing this.
One may, get tbeimpressionthe ,I feel the need to carp incessantly, what with exams.
projects and papers staring me in the face. This is not true, for one has nothing to do with
the other. And to reiterate, I was initially looking at.this project favorably because COMING
TO AMERICA was a solid movie. This movie is inexcusably insulting. however. It is an
insult to the past and present citizens of Harlem. from James Baldwin and Langston Hughes
to my grandunclevThis film .is such-a sell out the Michael Mi~n couldn't-use it as a junk
bond if he tried. THE BIKrH'Of A NATION could 'nor have been-es bad as this. and the'
truly sad thing is that Murphy doesn Or know why.

M

-SKI PACKAGE SAI.E..OneNew.
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Kind Our
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SPECIALAIrPUR:CHASES-~~.:.._~~~~~~~J
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Rating:
STEEL MAGNOLIAS. Starring Sally Field, Dolly Parton, Shirley MacLaine, . Daryl
Hannah, Olympia Dukakis, Julia Roberts and Tom Skerrit. Directed by Herbert Ross.
Screenplay by. Robert Harling. Based on his play USteel Magnolias." Distrib~ted by
Tri-Star Pictures. Running time: 118 minutes. Rated PG.
Gossip and beauty parlors seem to go together in American life and this holds true even
more when the setting is a small southern town. These arc the basic ingredients of STEEL
MAGNOLIAS, a comedy/drama thattells the story of the trials and tribulations undergo,De
by six modern-day Chinquapin, Louisiana women. Originally a, Broadway play. the story
has been converted to the big screen and is a real winner. primarily because of the talents
of its stars.
-The film opens asa shy, nervous young woman, Annelle Dupuy <Daryl Hannah, WAll ~
ST8EET: ROXANNE), in need of a job. 'comes opon Truvy Jones'(DoIIyParttHJ~ NINE TO'
FIVE. THE BESTUITLE WHOREHOUSE IN TEXAS) neighborhood 'beauty parlor and is
quickly hired by the sunny, sassy owner/beautician. This makes Annelle the final member
of a six-woman group of friends who not only come to 'me beauty parlor over tbe years to
talk about their personal problems and fellow townspeople. but also toJearn to depend upon
each other and find solace and strength in one another's company.
The premise of the story revolves around the relationship between Shelby (Julia Robert;s,
SATISFACTION. MYSnC PIZZA) a young bride and her mother. M'l1yn (Sally Field, NORMA
RAE. ,PLACES IN THE ,HEARn. Sb.cJby has diabetesto such-a debilitating degree that it
makes ,it nearly impossible for her to have children. A conflict arises,
thC young
woman who' desperately wants" 'a baby to make her ..life. complete. and bet:,mother whojast
. as desperately wants only happiness for hCr daughter.. but not at the -expense of her heahh.
As' this major part of ~ plot plays itSetf OUt. we -are treated to several su&:-plo&s-wch.as,_, '

between

5

,- .
(Clockwise),DoIIy Parton, ~ Field, Daryl ~ , Jura Roberts, ,Olympia Dnka~
and SbirIey'MeLaine. '
Truvy's ~blems withber reticent. 'withdraWn husband (Sam ~ CRIMES OF THE

HEART>. 'rich lady Clairee. Belcher·s·(OIympiaDnkakis, MOONSTtlUCK. DAD) ~hase
of a local radio station and Annelle·sever~ lifestYle. ;i~luding a flirtation witbBibie.
Belt religlon~ Probably the best side story isOuiser Boudreaux's (Shirley 'MacLaiDe~TERMS
OF ENDEARMENT. THE 'TuRNING,POINnbaltle with herself 'as ·a sOmehrnes,crartky.. '.
sometiines charming. aginJ wOhlaR with two failed ,marriages behind her. ' .' .'
" ..,'
Sally Fiel~is stunniRg in her role'as ,the courageous rrK>tber. ~ ber performance sholIId' ,
(COlJliluled:onPQ~BJ7.,..c~'2)
.' . ,
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Black Students Organization, Caribbean Students Association,
Evening Session Student Assembly (E55A)

AMERICAN
school for actors in the
Enghsh-speaking world; the
ACADEMY OF The oldest
Academy has trained more
DRAMATIC
professional actors than any other
, ." __ . schoo] o.!_<;Qlleg,~.!n tl:!e cc:»u n t2'i--"
·A-IH-5·'·"·
, Alumnihave
_
89 Oscars, 61 Tonys and 153 Emmys.
_wonno~orts_.9.r

1nuiiee you to

An Evening of Education
and Entertainment
Hear Panelists:
Jacqueline Berrien, Attorney,
Wilfred Williams,

Two-Year Professional Program
Begins in January and September

Six-Week Summer-Program

Begins in July
AADA is the onl~ conservatory for actors offeringaccredited training in
both of America sgreat centers of professional activity, For mformation
. and an application,· write or call: .
120 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016

2550 Paloma Street, Pasadena, CA 91107

(212) 686-9244

(818) 'J98.(1777

EEO District Manager Corporate Finance AT&T

Moderator:
Dr. Cynthia Thompson,

Baruch Department of Management
,

Topz"c:;rhe implications of the recent StrprerrieCourt decisions for

Robert Redfp.rd:

.

Melanie}!1:JlY!"n_~ q~!-ittle_' _~~en Dewhurst

Danny DeVito

management and Equal opportunity in the workplace

• A reception ioill follou: the panel presentation with •

.<lrlasstfttbS

Colangelo as composer, soprano/saxophonist mixes jazz
with Chinese traditional music and Brazilian rhythms
Tianji Xie
Kinshasha

.

Carlos Roberto
Elliot Honig

•

Bruce Maletrant

Erhu (Chinese violin)
Bass
Acoustic guitar
piano
drums

•

Place: faculty Lounge 5th floor, 155 East 24th Street
Between 3rd and Lexington Avenues

Time:

Thursday, DeceDlber !TU, 5:30 P.M.

miere in the winter in the summer and vice versa. This was done. in a way. with t~
--.,---,-~--~STAR-..wARS-saea.

'-

-

.
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next storv,
. btttUnttke contmutne-television pr02lam~·"eadt'one--Ofc.theS1"AR~WAR-S~·
,
could have stood alone as a separate movie. BACK TO THE FUTURE. 'part II. however. is
a cliffhanzer in every sense of the word. It's a cliffhanzer that manv TV shows like DALLAS.
KNOTS LANDING. or L.A. LAW use at-the end of the season toassure that audiences will
return in the fall. There is no "Pam Ewing dream sequence" in this one. but with all the time
traveling going on in BACK TO THE FUTURE. part 1/. there might as well be. Let me try
to explain.
BACK TO-THE FLTURE. part II picksup right where the 1985 smash left off. In the last
adventure. Marty \1cFly (Michael J. Fox) learned that an unwitting interaction between his
parents in 1955 had a profound impact on his life in 1985. What he and the whimsically
eccentric Dr. Emmett Brown <Christopher Lloyd) soon learn is that the same rule applies
to the future as well.
.
\Ve know from the first film that Doc Brown. Marty, and his girlfriend Jennifer (Elizabeth
Shue) took off in.a flying Dcl.orcan time machine for the year 2015. on a mission to .save
the couples' kids from a terrible fate. That mission is accomplished with relative ease as the
audience is taken on a fast-paced rollercoaster ride through the future . complete with an the
new gadgets and modifications 10 clothes, buildings and vehicles that Robert Zemeckis.
-Bob Gale. and Rick Carter <director. screenwriter, and production designer respectively)
have envisioned for 2015. We a1so know from the firs: film (and from common sense) that
if you change something in the past you start a chain reaction that potentially alters· the
present. Whcn Marty realizes that an almanac listing the results of every sporting event from
1950 to the year :WOO could make him the richest man alivev he buys a copy and later .
discards it after a lecture on time traveling ethics and moral itv from Doc Brown; Martv soon
learns. to his ho~r. that their conversation was overheard bv the elderlvBiffTanner (Thomas .
F: Wilson). who was bested by Marty in 1955 and has no~:, resolved to pass the. almanac on,
to himself as a tccnaacr in 195'5. When Martv,
Doc .
Brown and Jennifer 20 back to 1985.
.
they find that it is not -their 1985 but an alternate. nightmarish present where' all hell has
broken out. thanks to Biff.
In this 1985 all of Martv's
worst.fears are realized. HilI Vallev
. _
.
. has been transformed into
a combat zone reminiscent of ESCAPf. FROM NEW YORK. Marty is now the adopted. and:
hated. son of Biff and .'Iivcs in a garish penthouse suite high atop his seemingly world
controtling gambling casino.' and Marty·s widowed mother is now married to Biff and has
been soiled and broken down physically as weB as spiritually. She has been fitted with breast
implants and slinks sluggish),y ~Dnd the penthouse a totan)· distra1}ght woman with ari
alcohol fixation~ Doc Brown sums up the situatiOn transpiring in this alt'C~matel985bysaying.
··Biff is c~rrupt. po,werful and married to your mothet:.·· Overwhelmed by this entjre experience.Doc Brown,~nfonns Marty.that thc,only wa:y.to set things.straight iS,to go bacJp~ the
,past. to the very dance'where .hi~ moth~r fell in love with his father an.dwhere he rocked
the crowd with ··Johnnv B. Goode·' and take the almanac away from Biff. So they go. and
the encounter is deja v~ for both the audience ,and the chara<:tersasBACK TO THE FUTURE.
part /I beginstointertwineitself in and around the parameters of the fitst'fitm. "
.
This movie is a dizzying. fast-paced'·blowou-tcentereddarounahrije tra\~L and bOy-ao'tlley'
do a lot of it! Twice as much as the' first film ·and audiences may need a map or a time
traveling flow chan to help th~m keep track of the various time periods. .
.
The future is both interestim! and Junn\'. kind of a nightmarish extension 'of the 80·s ~p
culture in which you can·t
to get awa}' from all the hyPe. trends and fads that surrounded
thc 80s. In this particular future ..cars fly thf()ugh the air. clothes conform to. a~:bod)'~izes
, at the press, of a butto~. food is solddr-icd and rehyQratcd.• later. alld the s~te~ has been
replaced by the h'overboanL JAWS 19. directeq by Max Spiell>erg.·plays-at-the HiUValley
: movie theatre and the courthoUse'·is now ~apark and thri\~ing. shopping.malL There is. even '.:
-~

A FREE GIFf JUST FOR CALUNG. PLUS RAISE UP TO
$1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS!. Student groups,
fraternities an~
sororities needed for markl,Llng project on campus. For details plus
your FREEGIFf, Groups officers
call 1-800-765-8472 ext. 50.
* **

SPRING BREAK 1990-Individual or student organization
needed to promote our Spring
Break trips. Earn money, free trips
and .. valuable work ·~xperience..-·
APPLY NOW!! Call Inter-Camp~s
Programs: 1-800-327-6013.
. *B* *ak· 11 . FREE
FREE-Spnng
re
npPromote·.and .escort our· Daytona'
Lonely? Need a Date? Meet that trip. Good pay and fun. Call (eMI)
special someone today! Call Campus Marketing 1-800-423,DATETIME (405) 366-6335.
5264.
* * *.
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Bill Colangelo Jazz sextet
Featuring:

I' often wondered'how-'Iong :it .would. take ~oie, niOvie'=corilpanres:·StarteJ':taking- 'hini$- ~ n ~ ,::: .
and strategies from its sister medium. television. and start continuing. movies thatpre- .

'-

'AMERICAN ACADEMY OF DRAMATIC ARTS

American Civil Liberities Union (ACLU)

***

BACK TO THE FUTURE, part II. Starring ·MichaeIJ. Fox, Christopher Lloyd,' Lea
Thompson, Thomas E ,W1lso~ and FJizabeth Shoe.,_ Directed by..Robert: Zemeckis.. '
screenplay by Bob Gale. Story by Robert Zemeckis and Bob Gale. Executive Producers:
Steven Spielberg,- Frank Marshall and Kathleen Kennedy Rated PG. Running Time: t
hour and 5S minutes.
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.'rrrr - Excellent
.1 I rrI - Not of this earth

a really neat 'pair of NIKE's that Marty wears that, if they catch on. could beout long before
2015.· " .
~
, Robert Zemeckis. the director of WHO FRAMED ROGER' ABBfT keeps everyone on
their toes. Nobody sleepwalks through this one and that meansnone sleepsinthe audience.
Christopher Lloyd is especially candid as the mad Doctor Emmett Brown and it is only a
matter of time before his name is called out of an envelope at an Academy Award ceremony.
MichaeJ J. Foxis no surprise. He turns in another excellent performance. not only as Marty
McFly, but a.~ his kids, Marty McFly Jr. and his daughter Marlene. Fox portrays three different
characters and we get tosee them interact with one another via LUCASFILM·s new Vistaglide
dolly systerrts.It's the latest in movie software which allows actors to play multipleroles and
interact with tfii!mselves in the' same scene. This effect is remarkably seamless if not unbelievable, and in this case, adds to the fun of the movie .
_ .Universal Pictures and Steven Spielberg's Amblin Entertainment is hoping that BACK TO
THE FUTURE, part II will send everyone involved back to the bank and movie audiences
holding their breath until May rolls around. That is the only way that BACK TO THE FUTURE,
part IIJ.due out this summer and still in production. can hope to recoup the $100 million
. dollars that Universal reportedly shoveled out to make both sequels.
Martin Starkey _
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(Continued from Page 8/5. column 2)

bring her yet another Oscar nomination. Shirley Macl.ainevas always. briilgs life and incredible depth to her .character, and Julia Roberts shows promise. Viewers will also find that.
surprise. surprise. Darryl Hannah can act. One slip is that Olympia Dukakis, although good
in her role. doesn't really hold up under, pressure as she swings back and forth between a
Deep South twang and a New York-metropolitan area accent. She may have been miscast.
as her strength lies mainly 'in portraying crusty. urban. ethnic types as opposed to sugary
Southern belles.
STEEL MAGNOUAS.-although a movie for everyone. seems mostly aimed at females. It
is a subtle. yet powerful feminist song that sings' the unsung praises of the resilienceand
resourcefulness of women. On Broadway it employed an all-woman cast. On the screen. it
uses men so sparingly as to make the waste of talent by actors such as Sam Shepard and
Tom Skerrit (who plays Sally Field's husband) almost unbearable.
Not having seen the original theatrical versionof the story makes it difficult to compare'
. the motion picture to its Broadway predecessor. But what I can say is that much of the
.dialogue and many of the scenes seem better suited for the intimacy of a theater. The transition
from stage to screen is. altogether. not good. and for this the screenwriter must be. faulted.
Yet the performances by some of America's greatest actresses make it worth the price of
admission.
Caitlin Mollison
Hoffman played with Lions .. Ghosts.' and
THE VOICES
guitarist Tommy Andrews· played with Steve
The Voices
'_
Jones. Drummer aandY' WDlartsays. ··\\·c
.Produced by Andrew Slater & Niko Bolas
"ne'.er really came ofage in any band until The
MeA Records
'
Voices.··
RATING: TIT 1/2
Their music reminds me of early U2. espeThe Voices ~ a quintet rock barld from San cially on tracks like. ··~inistei to Me.- ··~lIen
Diego that make their recording debut on MeA
Idol.- and. ··~idnight Tra.in.·· The three' best
tracks off theaJbum are -Kick It ·In.- ~I.:etlt
Records with -a~ self titled albumtbat really
rocks.
. Fall:· arid ·1\111 Wanted;·· They-ha\'e a unique.
The best part of ~is album is the diversity
natural sound to therr music that. Stems from
ofthe music ."You can be listening to one track
the faefthat' sOme of the -tracks were recoiikd '
and then all of a sudden. the next traCk is comina studio and·other.swere reCorded On a Slage- '
pletely different and refreshing. There is a IUn- at Mates Rehearsal Studios. a funky L.A.-area
ning, trend throughout·, the music. Distorted
rocker~ hangout.. .
guitars gIve. the 'album Irs cOheSiveness ~
. Vocalist Pt:ter- Ken"in saYs. ·~When wC·te
can be heard· on ,almost .every ".1J'ack. A hard
stage we don·t pose or ~ss Qp' in Spandex..
driving snaredlUmisaJ1()therpart of the strue:It"s justa realsbow witb a I~ of~·.and
ture fo,their music. and the guitars and their 'lDtense energ~'. - "This idea
over into the
msightful lyrics make for an impressive experi-. style and writing of tbeirmusic·.· which. a1l~w..; .
eoce.,·
for music81hoRestyand·JiJakes~.Voic~,,;
.,' The·bInd.came together six years: ago.. but' . '¢at'band artda WorthWhile atbtim to beryour
.the bandm.aembels .havi,
. e-'beeD 'p"-"-on:and ',"'bands on.
..
. '--';:,
..- ',. ,., ~',:~ ,
a..~.oa~
~
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',of( since.juDior,:higb" sdIooLilassist,.T0d4 .. ,
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I-Who tlvew·the lastperfect·game
in the National League?
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TOby Harrah, West PalmBeach-eWell, that would've been fine until Holyfield, with a 3-0 record as a heavyall-time is ... . .
you reach the number 41 greatest weight should be in the top ten heavy- With George's penchent for bringing
ex-Yanks back (way, Waatly past their
You guessed it, Gerry Cooney,
HEAVYWEIGHT of all time.
weights of all-time.
The gut-churning laughter. . . may
As I said earlier, anyone's entitled prime), Harrah. would be-perfect. Harbegin"'
.....
At this- stage _of his
to an 'opinion.no matter how off-base rah didn't exactly work .out in his first
go 'round, but he is well against the
and totally incorrect it may be.
. Goldman used ashis criteria, overall
ability (Cooney"), accomplishment
illustrious
The newly-signed Pasquel Perez- oldies; illustrated by his .450 batting
(Cooncy??). dominance of one's own
not sure iif. Cooney' is wi_th a "Yankee Anchor" record of 64- average and his 'league leading 19 runs
scored.
.
cra (Cooney???), and iastly, who the
62-might help.
24(h in his gym. .
More likely, won't.
fighter beat and could've conceivably
beaten ..The only two quality oppo-.
A personal..service for the New York
Ed F'
. Suns:-H·IS
• .. :
. 'K'
'" k
1geroa, G 0Id Coast
nents (in their prime) that Cooney ever
WIth hIS eighth round T 0 of Alex .130 ee owner;
ERA· . . f
hi
rd i 1 3
.
has' h d th e
Th S . b
S· . Le
S
IS over our. IS reco IS -.
fought .:were Larry. Holmes and Stew~•. ~o!yfield • _ .no~~..
.. . . e tern renner emor ague C"-'butso-what~this .guy·canWIN. Re-.
Michael Sp'~n~s..
fights as a heavyweight, H~ beat Adil- outmg Report:
.
be 1978-G
.
~ gets
. They :knocked-him silly.
. son Rodrigues. Michael Dokes and - Amos Otis, Ft. MeYerS-I(George mem r.·
, eorge never or
.
.More trouble."
Stewart."
.
, . -. .... falls out of love' with 'Roberto Kelly•.
Jon Matlack, St. Petersburg PeliGoldman excluded certain fighters'
I stand corrected. His HEAVY- Otis would be perfect. 'He's old, won
from his list. such as Michael Spinks; WEI9HT career has been so impres- some division crowns 'and
tearing cans-What a coup .that would be- .
Ezzard Charles and· Gene Tunney. be-. sive, maybe he. should be ranked up the old-timers.. He's leading the STE1UNG Matlack away from the
cause h~ ··ranked them at light heavy- higher.
.,
. ' .. league in homers and ribbiesand ~as Mets. And with an ERA6versix, Matweight."
. Yeah, . that's. it; ranked . higher. bitting·at. a··.432 clip after 13 games. lack would.slabili~·lhebullpen.'
The 24th greatest heavyweight of

career, I'm

r:

. .

TbeDeceinber 19&9 issue of Boxing
Ill~traied seemed ·to·indicate. otherwise. In a column written by Herbert
G. Goldman, he compiled a list of the
~ 'top ·100 heavyweights of all-time, .
·"Ali. Louis. Tyson, Liston, Holmes,
Johnson Dempsey so far: so good ....

is
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By MICKEY ~RAMER
As you begin reading this, I want
you to. keep in mind that .anyone is
entitled to an opinion; as off-base and
totally incorrect as it may be.
What thoughts would cross your
mind, if in my space, I told you that
Gerry Cooney.is the 24th greatest
hcavyweight of all-time.
Don't stop reading. Just kidding
withya.
'..
At this stage of his illustrious career.
I'm not sure if Cooney.is 24th in his

.

Dec.
8
vs.
Staten
Island.
Dec.
'·12
vs.
Staten-Island
2-Which NBA team did Dick Vitale
Dec. 14 vs. John: Jay
'Dec. ,14. vs.John 'Jay
coach?
Jan.l! vs. Nyack"
3-Which team drafted Johnny New., Jan. 13 vs. Hunter
man?
Jan. 15 vs. Stonvbrook Jan.. 13 vs. Hunter
Jan. '17 vs.York
Jan.' ·17vs.
York·- -.. ....
4-Name~e.th~~t~r!$:wbo've
knocked down Ray Leonard.
Jan. ~27 vs.· Pratt.
Jan. 30~vs: CCNY
Jan. 31 vs. Vassar
S-Which co,lege did Eric Di~~erson Jan. 30 vs, CCNY
attend?" Mick's Q.uck.~w ~
:'. e 8'19' .~~----------_----_-~-
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:.·Pointers. Greaves led the team with 24
~points and 9 assists-Coach Ray Rankis
,~said.- of the two wins. "Our depth and·
.conditioning helped us . win both
games."
.
.So far. a perfect 2.,.0. Could they try
. and imitate the 1988 Women's tennis .. t~a.J.112.Th~y\Vo':llc!try. 3!lQ. come very
.~ close; but not close enough as Bates
~ College carne to town on November

By KINNEY YAN (718) 748-0246
M, T, R, Sun after 6 p.m.
a. level of concentration that. most Practically every student at Baruch Olympic archers have mastered. and; :
College knowsthat there is a basketball shot a "Robin Hood". Av'Robin HOod....·:
team. a baseballteam and-avolleybelljsan arrow-that-is shot atex-aetly·the
team. But not tob many people realize same 'spot where the previous-arrowv .
.
that
Baruch also hasanarchery team. I~ed and imbeds 'itse~f'direCtly ontOt- <
.'.28...
Some people may think that archery .'the shaft of the ather. arrow: That arrow. . lt~
.'~'. The first' half was closely played but
is a relatively easy sport to learn and or should I sayformertwo arrowsare vi .
: Bates had a·five point lead at halftime
play but believe me.fr,?-~..af~_han~·~~~~ ,'.. :.;- .. _
~:
"," ro".'o.'
~~'After thebreak, 'Baruch came
account
'it
isn ~t. Archery ~ a. sport that ~~.'tear~·tbe:~1:?!~:~· ·~~t.>~t'.~~;:~-·::·:~:~ ~:'
.out-stronger, cutting Bates "Iead to just
will test your physical and. mental talent wehavein this-team, .:.-epli.ed.. _'.:~-,>;r.'·
.
; one point. But. the number 46 stuck
skills to the limit because ou're con- cOaCh Tang_ .. '
'.
..... _
...
,
'-was--" _.. ,.....
~._._·.~~~~··~:-~antt£1j.ile_tu.nirigy.o.J1L~·~.iil~Qmer~
.._.:..~~~~:.(~bt__ ~~.,.~!~; .~
t--~ore-fOl" tlie'iie'xt SIX niliiUtes.
to shoot better. What I mean by your season) is good but it could be better.
)uring the time, Bates wen up by 16
"form" is how you draw the arrow back, The top shooters are SaraTang (Rookie .. ~(..points. Once again Baruch came back
anchor the arrow. aim at the target, of the Year' 1988), Carmen Luong: ..
:'to cut it to two points. But, Baruch
expand. and release the arrow.
(MVP 1988), and Anna Tsang.. ~ :
-:."~Jdn·t get over the hump" and take'
Practices are twice a week in the sixth .others are'Lamy Lyand Cheryl Wu ::·the lead like -in the previous games.
floor gym at 17 Lexington Ave. 'The team's who have the ability to shoot well. but '.
· Baruch ended up on the losing end of
coach is David Tang who has. been with are still learning some shoo~ing t~.~ .:.
.a 91,;.83 SCore. Greave was once again
the team for a number of years. Teach- niques.
· the leading scorer with 24. including
On Nov. I (Baruch's first meet
ing someone how to shoot isn't easy
· hitting five from downtown. Freeman
and this year coach Tang is under a lot against Col~mbia this season)..
.', .~dded 19 and Sandy Yarellas chipped
of pressure because in addition to help.;. .Baroch's archery team defeated Col-.
· in 14. One of the reasons ,Baruch lost
ing the veterans. he has to .dealwi~ u~bia's tcam. in all three divisions .
. was that they only shot 41-peocentfrom .
an exceptionally large number of be-(men"s._women·s, mixed). This is tbt;~; the floor. as opposed to 61 percent for
ginners. '·It's difficult because the first' time in t~e history of tl.tis team'.':
. · Bates. But, ~ey were still in the game.
team has expanded so much since last that our women's team haseverbeaten-.~·
·:....~ankis said, "'The guysneyer~ave up . .,
year. Alse I'm trying to get everyone Columbia's women's ·team.
.
:.' We outrebounded th~m and forced turto shoot at a level that is beyond their
In addition. to competing . against' :
. novers. They were a good passing
previous level," said coach Tang.
other coHeges intbe New York' area. -.
'.:teari1.1bey faked Shots, we fell for the
The- men's team (which is 4-0 this. the Baruch archery team also goes.to:
'. fakes, they· dished off and took open
season) has a number of archers who meets in Reading. Pennsylvania and '.'
.. shots...We were a little -rushed on ofhave distinguished themSelves on the Atlantic City. These' meetS are attended .·:Jense and shot very .poorly. There
shooting line. '·There are many top by·a largenumber. ofcollegiate ~her-y:
~.weren9t many positive things in the
players on the team. I don't like to teams andaJ:SO"attrac~ hun~red.s o~'ar-' .
game. n One p'ositive thing was that
.make comparisons because each per- .chefs who compete on thelr:own.
.. Greaves set ~. school record for most
son is at a different level of shooting."
The ~ture looks goOd for the·,team·· ;'
..·shots ~en (29).
replied the c~h·. Even if thecoach,.bec"iuse. there': is a,~ot ~f eOt:~tial:in<:
.,After three; games Rankis said.
doesn't want to pick favoriks. I Can tlie·beginners~whOan~tbe~ees·:-~
.~ "Wc're taking much better control of
say that Chi WaiTang (Rookie of the -t~nllIlYJ~~ievetbat.~~:oftbe1!r..·>
·.. the ball, Thc players are being unseJfYear 1981. MVP 1988)~ Eric Thcker have..tb~ q~s(setf.discwlme;con-~~.
~:jsh.... They were a little im~ient in the
(Rookie of the'Year 1988). and Bill cen~on~ ~'adesii"eto giVeit.~ir~:~
..~~atesgame. but they're pI~ying quality
Bershadsky haveeontributed a tre-~st)nece~·to be<:~g~~. 1.~.JlO( ,;..'
.:~~etbalt ~. everyone's healthy
mendolis deal to the success of this outstanding, archers. Each IndiVi4ual';
.,
.;"'and we get on the right track. look for
year's meo·s team. The 'othermembers is driven' by.:sOnieforceor ~oul~:I;t
::~ poSitive..things from our team.'"
are Wilson Shum. William Cheung. they keep.coming t_o·~.. 'A~'~';'~:
"r'-----------~-......
E~vis Delabo~and myself..
. ' ·beginner~. . '_. S~~ ~ -~~~··-4~.~'0:~
To add one small note about Eric' answered, .-~or.~If.::~sf~ . ~ . .;
t&ar-' - 00'':'~N"
~tb-··:,
Sd(-:~;~~:·:""·-~::·:'::>7~~·.:;;::'~Thck,.",.....
. ov.'. ".. ·tie· attafried.
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Baruch Wins
Early Season
Hoop Title
,

.'

By MICKEY KRAMER
What. a difference a year makes.
One year ago, Baruch's women's
basketball team got offto a I-S start.
One year' ago, Wilda Colon was
slow; awkward and bad . trouble with
her low-post play.
On Nov. 18, the Stateswomen, with
Colon leading the way, defeatedAlbertus Magnus and Mt. St. Vincent to win
the St. Vincent Tournament.
The game against Magnus was a
grade-A blowout.
1989 CUNY Player of the Year, H iIIary Williams scored a typical 44 points
to lead her team to the 80-21 romp.
'11ley weren't very good:' said
Coach Penny Weiner, simply.
Weiner alsoadded, "I don 'rlike to
run up the score. We slowed down all
of our second half fast breaks and

': .":V'-"

_.-

.
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worked on our half court offense."
Baruch played the final game with- "LovandarOavis) made a tremendous
out last year's second leading scorer, contribution:' said Weiner.
The, coach and players all feCi very
Maria Epp.
"The whole team rose to the occa- confident aboutthe rest of the' camsion," said~WeineT.
.paign.. .
. -, ' .: . .-'
Especially Colon.
Weiner, on the scason,"Wc'reaycar ___
~olon,fhe 6'0" center, potUlXiin a older. A'yearwiser~·~.:JI~,·
career-high 32 points and 20 rebounds. Maria know. each other sowell (this
What ~o you owey.o~r big imp"?ve- .. is their ~.ird..year to~ether)..~nd step.h
ment? Over the vacation, I was dCter-· has fit In O1g:Ly a~ \ the... pomt".A1so.
mined to get better.. I played mostly off-guard, Cleo Guiste has been lookwith guys andthey showed me how to ing very sharp."
be more aggressive. And to usc my
-Second-yeaesrarter; .v~adPSalS() "
mind more:"
sccmsplcased-withthe tcam so far.
Also contributing greatly to the 68- ""We've been playing as a team. Wilda
45' victory were Williams (23.·points, , was-amazing. And this way we relieve
12 rebounds) and point guard some of the pressure off Hillday," '
Stephanie Varcados (10 points. includColon, who Weiner.' called "Wi)i n g t w o t r e y s ) . d a b e a s t / ' , said simply. '~vincent is a
Baruch put a stranglehold on Vin- strong team. I, tbink we""Can go all the
cents best player: She was held to nine way."
- , /'
points after scoring. 33: last .year. " . ~t a differencea yeat makes.
>

Men's B-BaiITeamQff To 2·1 .Start
-

By STEPHEN SCHEER
The 1989-90 season is underway.
After a "grueling" training camp. the
Baruch Statesmen are ready to don their
blue 'and white uniforms and get down
to real business.
The first few games for Baruch
aren't usually that difficult. They don't
play any CUNY conference teams yet
and the non-CUNY teams are by no
means powerhouses. It is important for
Baruch to win these early games before
the tougher part of the season starts.
The Statesmen opened up their season at home against St. JOseph's College in Patchouge (Long Island). As it
was the first game, both teams appeared rusty but it was Baruch who
made the most of their early opportunities•..as they took an 11 point lead
into the locker room at halftime.
St. Joe's came out of the locker room
after halftime' Baruch took 10 more
minutes. St. J~·s came out strong and
took the lead. Itwas short lived as the
Statesmen's preSsure defense helped
spark a ~"Down by two With
six minutes left. Bai"uch went on a tear,

~.'

scoring the next 19 points. The game
turned into a blowout as the Statesmen
went on to win 92-76. Tyrone Greaves
led all scorers with 33 points, including four 3-pointers. Six different
players contributed to the. stat sheet..
Baruch tied a team record with nine
blocked shots, with Michael Reid getting four of them.
Up next was an away game at Steven's Tech. Last season, Baruch ~Iew
. away tech by 'about 6Q or so POints. '
Now~ Tech was home. so things should'
be .(;bffere~t. Th~y looked good early
jaking a v~ryqulclc)2-6:lead. But, the
"never say die" Statesmen came back
~ grabbed .the!r fi~ le~ 24-22. This
time, they didn t let It shp away'. once
they took the lead, they kept It for
good. The final score was 75-62, but:,
the game was, closer than the score.
indicates. The guards, Cecillio
Freeman, and Derrick. Griffin ,did- a .:
great,job ofdefensi~ely.~earing~.:-.
Tech s guards applying exeellent pees-:
sure "D." Freeman also:nailed four 3- ~.
,:-'-
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